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Eastern President David Jorns and Vice President for Student Affairs Lou Hencken Wednesday justify the
need for the Student Senate to pass a 4.3 percent tuition increase for the 1996-97 school year. The senate
voted unanimously to pass the increase, which will be voted on by the Board of Governors at its Sept. 21
meeting.
Senate gives OK to another tuition increase
By THERESA GAVLIN
and SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff writers
The Student Senate Wednesday
unanimously approved an $85
tuition increase proposal at their
meeting, which Eastern President
David Jorns said will be an on-
going trend for the future.
“I have a feeling we’re going to
be seeing students asked to carry
more and more of the burden,”
Jorns said. “The state simply
can’t do that.”
Currently, the annual tuition for
all Board Of Governors schools is
$1,968. Under the increase, the
tuition for full-time Eastern
students would be raised to
$2,052.62, the largest increase
currently announced among all
BOG schools.
Jorns, who was at the senate
meeting, said the money from the
increase would go largely toward
faculty salaries, along with library
books and materials, educational
equipment and building main-
tenance.
“A very large portion of the
money goes into salaries,” Jorns
said, adding he could not specify
which areas the increase would go
toward until it is approved by the
BOG.
“We all have to follow up on
this to make sure the money goes
where I think you all want it to
go,” said Vice President for
Public Affairs Jason Anselment.
The tuition increase, along with
proposed student fee increases,
will be sent to the Sept. 21 BOG
meeting for approval. The tuition
increase was originally proposed
Aug. 29 by the Tuition Review
Committee.
Jorns said compared to most
other state universities, Eastern
receives less money from the
state.
Unanimous vote sends
hike proposal to BOG
By KATHLEEN MEEGAN
Staff writer
Eastern students and community
residents interested in Charleston and pre-
Civil War history can immerse themselves
in this weekend’s Lincoln-Douglas Days.
The debate days, which will begin at 7
a.m. Saturday on Charleston’s Square,
celebrate the city’s use as a location for the
first of six 1858 Abraham Lincoln-Stephen
Douglas Debates. The two-day festival will
feature re-enactments taken from the
historical Lincoln-Douglas debates as well
as offer other entertainment and art booths
to the public throughout the two days.
This year ’s re-enactments will be
presented by different impersonators.
Saturday’s performance will include U.S.
Rep. Glenn Poshard, D-Marion, as Stephen
Douglas and Joe Woodard as Abraham
Lincoln. Woodard is an impersonator of
Lincoln at the Lincoln Log Cabin south of
Charleston.
The Saturday debate will consist of a
shortened version of the original
Charleston debates in 1858. It is expected
to last about an hour and 15 minutes.
On Sunday, local Lincoln impersonator
and retired Eastern speech professor B.F.
McClerren and Russel Brazzel, a professor
at Miliken University in Decatur, will
present the last speech of the weekend.
The duo will perform a combination of
speeches compiled by McClerren, taken
from the six original Lincoln-Douglas
debates.
Sherry McKee, chairwoman of the
Debate Planning Committee, said the
history of the debates and Charleston
involvement are important in the
weekend’s celebrations.
“We are thinking more in the line of
promoting and educating people about
Charleston’s history,” McKee said.
McKee added that she believes history is
getting passed by and that it is important to
show the talents of the individuals
participating in the debates.
Despite the expected success this year,
McKee said she is not sure if the debates
City to host Lincoln-Douglas debates for second time
■ City gains national fame
from hosting debates.
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By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
Enrollment in off-campus
programs increased by 12.5
percent since last year, bringing it
up to 857 of the total 11,424 on-
and off-campus students at
Eastern.
Last year’s off-campus en-
rollment was 762 students out of
the total 11,301.
“We are excited about the
growth in our off-campus
programs,” said Will Hine, dean
of the School of Adult and
Continuing Education. “It shows
that there is a strong demand by
adult students for these
programs.”
Hine said the School of Adult
and Continuing Education offers
credit courses throughout the
Eastern service region at a variety
of community colleges, high
schools, hospitals and gov-
ernmental agencies.
The off-campus program sends
an Eastern instructor to teach at a
distant site in the Eastern service
region, Hine said.
The off-campus program is
“absolutely one of best ways
Eastern demonstrates to adults in
the service region that they are
there to serve them,” Hine said.
“It fulfills in a strong way the
teaching and service mission of
the university.
Effingham, Danvillle, Cham-
paign-Urbana, Decatur, Spring-
field, Salem, Mt. Vernon, Olney,
Robinson and Fairfield are just a
few of the communities that
participate in the program.
“Eastern is an important
resource in the service region and
will continue to be so in future,”
Hine added.
Eastern has been offering
classes off campus since the
1920s, Hine said.
The program began as a service
to further educate K-12 teachers
and administrators and raise the
level of public education. “We
built upon that over the years,”
Hine said
“We are offering classes at new
sites and are increasing our class
offerings through Distance
Learning Technology,” Hine said.
Distance learning is the
delivery of education through
technology that will only grow in
the future, whether it be through
the Internet or satellite, he added.
Hine said there is a strong
demand for continuing education
off campus.
“It is projected that by year
2000, 60 percent of those enrolled
in higher education will be
adults,” Hine said. “The new
technology will help (these
students).
“We’re taking higher education
to the adult student,” Hine said.
Eastern is offering a variety of
classes through a distance
learning network using te-
lecommunications and plans to
Better recruiting results in increase in enrollment 
INdepth
■ International student
■ Black (not of hispanic
origin)
■ American Indian/
Alaskan native
■ Asian/Pacific islander
■ Hispanic
■ White (not of hispanic
origin)
■number          ■ %
■ 114 ■ 1.0
■ 528 ■ 5.1
■ 16 ■ 0.2
■ 95 ■ 0.8
■ 155 ■ 1.4
■ 9,631 ■ 91.5
■number          ■ %
■ 129 ■ 1.2
■ 562 ■ 5.4
■ 16 ■ 0.2
■ 96 ■ 0.9
■ 156 ■ 1.4
■ 9,608 ■ 91
Prominent ethnic background for Eastern students
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Welcome Back Special
75¢ Cheese Fry with Purchase of any Sandwich
Offer ends 9-17
WRANGLER ROAST BEEF
703 W. Lincoln
Open  24  Hours
Made to Order Breakfast M-F
11pm - 11am; 11pm - 1pm Sat/Sun
All you can eat Breakfast Buffet 7am - 1pm Sat/Sun
Plate Meals served 11am - 8pm
Beef and Turkey Manhattans 11am - 2:30am
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) – Government soldiers and
their Croat allies were rapidly
advancing on Serb-held towns in
central and western Bosnia on
Wednesday, sending thousands of
Serb civilians fleeing.
The Serbs were offering little
resistance and appeared to be
pulling back, indicating they were
reconciled to losing less important
territory. They were likely to lose
the land anyway in a possible
peace settlement.
NATO also kept up its pressure
on Bosnian Serbs, launching
airstrikes on Serb-held territory
around Sarajevo.
In Washington, Defense
Secretary William Perry said he
found no evidence of any civilian
casualties in more than 100 NATO
bombings since Aug. 30. The
Russian government has accused
NATO of killing Serb civilians,
including children.
The advance by Croat and
Muslim-led government troops
came as U.S. envoy Richard
Holbrooke began a new round of
shuttle diplomacy to settle on a
plan to divide Bosnia’s territory.
Holbrooke was likely to tackle
the difficult issue in meetings with
Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic, who has negotiating
power for the Bosnian Serbs. U.S.
negotiators were carrying large
maps as they entered the talks in
Belgrade, the Serbian capital.
Last Friday, all three sides in the
Bosnian conflict agreed on a plan
under which the Serbs, who now
hold about two-thirds of Bosnia,
would have to give up large pieces
of it. They would end up with 49
percent, leaving the rest for a
Croat-Muslim federation.
U.N. and Bosnian officials
reported early Wednesday that the
town of Donji Vakuf, about 55
miles northwest of Sarajevo, was
falling to government and Croat
forces.
Government forces for months
have been trying to push north and
west toward Donji Vakuf. Now,
apparently, they have their eyes on
a bigger prize, Jajce, 15 miles fur-
ther to the north.
Croat forces were pressing east
toward Jajce, and the capture of
Donji Vakuf would set up a pincers
movement on Jajce. The Croatian
news agency HINA reported
Wednesday night that Jajce had
been captured. There was no con-
firmation.
In addition to its strategic and
economic importance, Jajce is sig-
nificant psychologically. Its capture
would put the allied forces in posi-
tion to harass the Bosnian Serb
stronghold of Banja Luka, farther
north. Jajce also is the site of
important hydroelectric plants.
Capturing Jajce would be impor-
tant for the Bosnian government.
Thousands of refugees fled the
area when Bosnian forces lost it in
a bitter battle in October 1992.
Jajce is also the site of the declara-
tion of a new Yugoslavia by
Communist partisans in 1943.
In northwest Bosnia, uncon-
firmed reports Wednesday suggest-
ed that government soldiers push-
ing south from the Bihac area were
close to linking up with Croat sol-
diers.
Bosnian television reported that
the government troops had reached
the edge of Bosanski Petrovac, the
last major town standing in the
way of a link up with the Croats,
about 12 miles to the south around
Drvar.
Serb civilians back down against advancing troops
expand that in the spring and offer classes over the
Internet.
On-campus enrollment this year is 10,567 compared to
last year’s 10,539, an increase of 28 students, Flock said,
which is the result of successful recruiting efforts by uni-
versity officials.
“The admissions and continuing education staffs used
some new recruiting methods this year, and they obviously
paid off,” said Frank Hohengarten, dean of Enrollment
Management. “Our top priority was to give more person-
alized attention to our applicants.”
Vice President for Student Affairs Lou Hencken said he
is very pleased with the increased enrollment.
“I believe that one of the best recruiting efforts we have
are satisfied students,” Hencken said.
“Considering that last year’s graduation rate was the
highest ever is something the university should be pleased
with,” Hencken said. “We have a dedicated faculty and
staff at the university and the word gets back to other com-
munities.”
Hencken said last year’s graduating class of about 3,000
students was the largest in Eastern’s history. The highest
graduating class before that was 2,910 in the 1991-92
school year.
Hohengarten said Eastern recruiters have also been suc-
cessful in drawing more minorities to the university for the
past several years.
“Their efforts are finally paying off,” Hohengarten said.
Eastern’s minority and international student populations
grew from 965 students last fall to 1,027 this fall, Flock
said.
International student enrollment grew from 119 students
last year to 132 this fall. African-American student enroll-
ment grew to 618 students compared to 576 a year ago.
International and minority students make up nearly 9
percent of the student body with the remaining 91 percent
being Caucasian students, Flock said.
Flock also said this fall’s on-campus gender ratio is 43.3
percent men and 56.7 percent women, compared to last
fall’s 44.3 percent men and 55.7 percent women.
Eastern officials have also continued to target transfer
students for enrollment.
Hencken said that Eastern has tried to enroll a large
number of transfer students who typically come from a
two-year community college.
Most transfer students at Eastern come from Lake Land
College in Mattoon; Illinois Eastern Community College
with branch campuses in Olney, Robinson, Mt. Carmel
and Fairfield; Parkland College in Champaign; the College
of DuPage in Glen Ellyn; and Lincolnland in Springfield.
ENROLLMENT from page one
will be sponsored next year. 
Vicki Woodard, a debate and planning
committee member, said she is counting
on several other features besides the
debates to attract people to the festival.
Other attractions will include lectures
on Abraham Lincoln’s law practice,
given by Cullom Davis in the Coles
County Courthouse. A presentation on
the life of Mary Todd Lincoln will also
be given by impersonator Dorothy
McClerren in the Coles County
Courthouse.
In addition, a quilt show, art show,
craft dealers and antique dealers will be
on hand. 
This is the second year for the debates,
which received national recognition last
September after they were broadcast live
on C-Span. The debates attracted almost
4,000 people last year.
The festival recognizes the six debates
between Lincoln and Douglas.  The
debates, each of which were held in the
six congressional districts at the time,
focused on a variety of national subjects,
including slavery and “popular
sovereignty.” 
Popular sovereignty gives states the
right to choose whether to allow slavery
and whether to stay in the Union.
The debates were a significant event to
Il l inoisans.  I t  is  est imated between
12,000 and 15,000 people attended the
event ,  which was held at  the Coles
County Fairgrounds in Charleston.
DEBATE from page one
“We’ve gotten the short end of the stick,”
said senate member Rick Tucker. “Other
schools have had tuition increases and had a
surplus of money.”
Jorns said he doesn’t believe the state will
largely increase funding for Eastern.
“The state is never going to do very much
for us, at least as far as I can tell,” he said.
“To maintain the quality of the school, we
have to find as many revenue sources as we
can.”
Eastern student Jason Anderson, who was
sitting in on the meeting as an observer, said
although the tuition wouldn’t affect him
because of his involvement in ROTC, the
increase is unfair to the student body. He
added that  Eastern should lobby the state for
an increase in funds.
Senate member Bryan Gutraj, who
authored the resolution, said he was surprised
that there was no opposing votes to the
proposition.
“I would’ve accepted any friendly amend-
ments to adjust the tuition increase, and was
very surprised not to receive any,” he said.
But, several senate members said most of
the students they spoke to did not oppose the
tuition increase.
“In general, students who were informed
of where the money was going found it
acceptable,” said senate member Jeff Zilch,
who said he discussed the proposal with stu-
dents in his classes, as well as in other areas
of the campus.
Senate Speaker Kevin Piket also found lit-
tle opposition with students.
“The majority of the students I’ve talked to
said as long as (the increase is) going to the
areas they say it’s going to it’s OK,” Piket
said.
In other business Wednesday:
• the senate tabled a resolution authored by
Gutraj and Zilch. The resolution recom-
mends: no fee increase for the university
union, a $5 athletics fee increase, a $5
increase for health services and a $10
increase for computer technology.
These mirror the original increase requests
with the exception of the union, which had
requested a $4 increase.
• Senate Secretary Kim Harris said there
will be a table set up from this Thursday to
next Wednesday in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union to receive student input on
the fee increases.
• The senate approved a resolution by Vice
President for Academic Affairs Amy Decker
that will require students seeking a grade
appeal to speak to the vice president for aca-
demic affairs before their hearing.
TUITION from page one
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Boy Oh Boy!
University Board 
just doesn’t quit!
$100
Students
w/id
$300
Students
w/o  id
First its those Real World people, now its 
“Willie Barcena” 
(When will they learn!?)
sat. sept. 16
10:00 pm
rathskeller
Bring your UB Comedy Cup 
and pay only 25¢ FOR POP!
BELL’S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN
RED ROSES
$1 9.95 WRAPPED
$24.95 VASED
1 335 Monr oe 345-391 9
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Would Like To Congratulate The Following On Their
Academic Achievements For Fall Semseter 1995
Autumn Frost
Joanna Metalios
Diane Schmelzel
Janette Smith
Tiffany Smith
Tressa Themas
Heather Aten
Kelly Balsamo
Jennifer Buske
Jill Buttz
Kristen Celarek
Christine Cizek
Shelly Connor
NicholeCordin
Lora Hajek
Nicole Hewitt
Kara Kammeier
Emily Keal
Amy Kridner
Christie Kropp
Misha Kuhn 
Missy Malone 
Kristi Marshall
Beth Matkovich
Jessica McDonough
Kelly McGrath
Angie Michiner
Deanna Mooney
Lisa Muench
Leslie Parker
Karen Parks
Amy Patton
Staci Pickel
Marci Reifsteck
Heather Revane
Sarah Romans
Ellen Sedgwick
Lori Sloan
Kim Spencer
Aimee Sullivan
Laurie Surges
Cindi Unes
Carrie Wagner
Katie Wahl
Carrie Castaldo
Jenny Feig
Kerri Lay
Mari Beth Long
Heidi Lunt
Robyn McNally
Dawn Wisniewski
4.0
3.0-3.49
3.5-3.99
By BRITT CARSON
Staff writer
Charleston rarely had its name
recognized in the history of the
United States. 
But on September 18, 1858,
Charleston’s name was engraved
in history as one of seven sites to
host the historical Lincoln-
Douglas debates.
However, the community was
later short-changed despite this
call to fame. Robert Sterling, an
Eastern history professor special-
izing in the Civil War era, said the
debate was probably the least
important of the debates.
“(Abraham) Lincoln was just
beginning to get more mature and
confident,” Sterling said.
“Furthermore, the issue that they
kicked around was a political
issue and probably left the audi-
ence confused.”
Sterling added that Lincoln,
near the beginning of his speech,
spoke about the inferiority of
blacks compared to whites. This,
according to Sterling, calmed
people’s fears that Lincoln was
becoming to extreme in his
views.
“It pacified the people that
didn’t want to go that far,” he
said. “Most of Lincoln’s contacts
were people in the South or who
had contacts with Kentucky.
“They decided to have the
debates in each of the congres-
sional districts; Ottawa, Freeport,
Jonesborough, Charleston,
Galesburg, Quincy and Alton.”
Sterling said the candidates
avoided discussing local topics
and focused on the dominant
political issue of slavery.
“Back then the candidates in
the senatorial race assumed
responsibility for national issues
unlike today’s senators who focus
on issues pertaining to their
state,” he added.
Retired political science teach-
er Tom Scism said that when the
Republican party was born, “its
only platform was its stand to
abolish slavery.”
Scism said Sen. Stephen A.
Douglas and Lincoln were chosen
by their parties because they were
the dominant American leaders of
their time.
As it turns out, these debates
marked a turning point in
Lincoln’s career and marked the
decline of Douglas’ career. 
Douglas needed Illinois to win
re-election and Lincoln chal-
lenged him to a series of public
debates.
Sterling said Lincoln focused
on the inequality of the races and
the argument that slaves should
be given the same basic rights as
everyone else; life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. Lincoln
believed slavery was morally and
ethically wrong.
Douglas thought the issue of
slavery should be left up to the
individual state governments and
territories to decide and avoid
dealing with the national govern-
ment, Sterling said.
Douglas lost support from
Kansas before the race began and
continued to lose southern sup-
port because he refused to com-
promise his stand on slavery dur-
ing the debates. 
“Lincoln had a better overall
view of the course the nation was
taking with slavery,” Sterling
said.
Lincoln’s plan was to contain
slavery in the existing territories
and slowly abolish it altogether.
Even though Lincoln lost the
Senate race, he gained support in
the eastern states, which helped
him get elected as president in
1846.
Debates focus
spotlight on city
JOHN COX/Photo editor
Holy smokes
Tom Leonard, organizer of the Organization of Traditional Indian Lifeways, performs a religious cleansing ceremo-
ny called smudging Wednesday night east of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Leonard burned sage,
tobacco, sweetgrass and cedar in a shell and used a hawk’s tail to sweep the smoke over each members’ body.
By SCOTT MURPHY
Staff writer
Students will no longer have to
travel off campus to get their hair
styled after a new hair salon opens
next month in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The salon, which will be housed
in the lower level of the west wing
of the Union, had previously been
scheduled to open in June, but the
university had difficulty agreeing
on bids from vendors to work in
the salon, said Shirley Stewart,
director of student services and
career planning and placement.
Construction of the salon was
completed in April but could not
open on time because a vendor had
not yet been agreed upon.
Although Stewart would not
release the name of the most
recent bidder on the salon, she did
say that the bid was rejected
because of a disagreement on
whether or not additional space
would be added on to the salon at
a later date.
“The bidder wanted to expand
the facility at a later date depend-
ing how successful the salon was,”
Stewart said. “The plan was to
have the entire salon built immedi-
ately, so we could not agree on this
point.”
University officials are planning
to hear other bids this week and
hope the situation can be resolved
as soon as possible, Stewart said.
“We just want to do this right
and have the best possible salon
for students and everyone
involved,” said Monty Bennett,
director of purchasing.
Physical Plant Director Ted
Weidner said the cost of the salon
– which is estimated at $25,000 –
is being funded by the refinancing
of 1994 series bonds that were also
used for the construction of addi-
tional greek housing and other uni-
versity projects.
Stewart said one misconception
students may have of the salon is
that it is for minorities only.
“The notion that the salon is
only for minorities is false,”
Stewart said. “The salon is being
built for all students.”
The salon will house two wash-
ing stations, two styling stations
and a waiting area.
University hair salon scheduled
to open in Union next month       
Because losing sucks. No Fear.
– No Fear T-shirt
We are a generation in denial.
Nothing proves it more than our
fashion taste.
Everywhere you look, people
are trying to pass off far-fetched
fantasy as reality. Insecure men
wear “Big Johnson” T-shirts. Even
Wilb Walker’s has the gall to sell
clothes that declare “Charleston
Illinois: The Greatest Place on
Earth.”
Talk about denial. We’re up to our ears in it.
But the most tangible evidence of our generational day-
dream can be identified in one of the biggest clothing/mar-
keting fads: No Fear. The T-shirts include inspirational sen-
tences followed by the punch line “No Fear,” and bumper
stickers, hats and other paraphernalia proclaim the same
courageous motto.
“Life is like sudden death overtime and the clock is run-
ning. No Fear,” is one ditty.
No fear? What world are they living in? Last time I
checked, there’s a lot for our generation to be afraid of.
Try these statistics on for size:
■ No fear of . . . old age? Experts predict Social Security
will run out of cash as early as 1997. Congressional action
to reform Social Security may happen sometime in 3014,
however, since no one in Washington, D.C., has the courage
to stand up to millions of elderly voters.
Medicare, another program taking care of the old while
bankrupting the young, could fall apart by 2014. It may be
better this way, though. With no money from Social
Security, Generation X may want to die faster.
■ No fear of . . . debt? Students took out $21.2 billion in
student loans in 1993. It’s great the loans are there, but now
we’re stuck trying to pay them back. Some students are
reportedly more than $100,000 in debt by the time they get a
four-year degree, and Eastern’s financial aid office estimates
students here graduate with an
average debt of $6,000 to
$10,000.
■ No fear of . . . employment?
If you think getting hired is a
problem, try getting paid. Males
ages 16 to 24 are getting paid 9
percent less for full time work
than they were 10 years ago, and
women of the same age working
full time are getting paid 4 percent
less.
Many of us don’t have to worry
about housing, though. About a quarter of people in their
20s live with their parents.
No fear? I’m terrified. Pretty soon they’ll include therapy
sessions as part of the Career Planning and Placement
Service.
No fear? How do you feel about being asked to clean up a
soon-to-be-bankrupt social security system, pay off a bloat-
ed national debt, and save a generation whose education and
social welfare were put three places behind funding the
“Star Wars” defense program and building the Chicago
White Sox a new stadium?
No fear? You’re crazy.
We need a return to reality – something that will make us
accept our situation. So I propose a new reality-based fash-
ion line, using the same technique “No Fear” uses.
I call it “No Job.”
Here are a few of my slogans:
■ Why think when you can drink? No Job.
■ My parents have saved my old room for me after grad-
uation. No Job.
■ Minimum wage isn’t so bad. No Job.
Then there’s what I predict would be my biggest seller:
■ If life is a game, I lost in the preseason. No Job.
Too bad no one can afford a T-shirt.
– Chris Seper is editorial page editor and a guest colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Frivolous spending
sends bad signal
to rest of campus
Is this the land of No Fear? Think again 
CHRIS SEPER
Guest columnist
“Pretty soon
they’ll include
therapy ses-
sions as part of
the Career
Planning and
Placement
Service.”
Enormous additional payments given to John
Craft are just one of many recent indications that
administrative bloat is as big as ever. While the
rest of the campus faces small pay increases,
tuition hikes and budget cuts, Eastern’s top offi-
cials are spending at will.
Craft, the associate athletic director, made
more than $100,000 during fiscal year 1995
thanks to a large additional payment for work as
director of the Partnership for Excellence
Program, a high school summer camp to recruit
minority students.
But this additional payment – more than
$22,000 – was made as back pay for work he did
the previous year, which
violates the school’s sup-
plemental income policy.
It shouldn’t have been
made, and Craft is getting paid for two adminis-
trative posts while only working in one.
But Craft is only the start. President David
Jorns’ Executive Secretary Judy Gorrell got an
$8,000 raise recently to take on additional
administrative duties, even though there’s no
proof she is working more hours than she did
before.
Also, Lobbyist Christine Merrifield received a
$15,000 raise this summer after being on the job
for roughly six months, and Board of Governors
spokeswoman Michelle Brazell will make about
$15,000 to work eight months as a part-time con-
sultant for Eastern.
Ironically, the money made available to hire
Brazell came from a slot created by Eastern
President David Jorns for Beth Olsen, the wife of
Morgan Olsen, vice president for business
affairs, – another questionable financial act by
the administration. Beth Olsen quit after a few
months on the job.
Last school year, Jorns used money allocated
for his travel budget to take several charter air-
plane flights to places as close as Decatur and
Springfield to attend meetings.
All this frivolous spending at a time when
tuition and fees are going up and teaching and
civil service positions are being eliminated.
While the rest of the university is being told to
tighten its belt because of limited state funding,
administrators continue to throw around money
like they just won the lottery.
di o ial
Dear editor:
It is with interest that I’ve been
reading the articles on the proposed
increases in student fees and tuition. It
is certainly easy to empathize with the
reactions of the many disgruntled stu-
dents. However, I am concerned that
many students seem to think that their
only recourse is to either approve or
disapprove the increases. I believe that
neither action alone is likely to lead to
any long-term resolution of the prob-
lem, and I further believe that The
Daily Eastern News’ coverage of the
story is contributing to this unfortu-
nate framing of solutions.
None of the News’ articles provide
a context in which the reader can place
this latest controversy. Until recently
there has been in our nation a social
pact whereby the populace has under-
taken to underwrite funding for public
education. The stories fail to point out
how this pact is being systematically
dismantled, most often under the pre-
text of financial insolvency. For exam-
ple, Illinois, one of the richest states in
the nation (as measured by Gross
Domestic Product), frequently decries
the lack of funds for public works
such as education.
The recent pattern of increases in
Eastern’s tuition and fees along with
concurrent decreases in resources (for
example, journals and overhead pro-
jectors) is the result of conscious and
deliberate decisions by the govern-
ment (both state and federal) to sys-
tematically shift funding of public
education from taxes on the general
populace to so-called user fees. This is
accomplished by various means and
not just by increasing tuition and fees.
For example, the U.S. Congress con-
tinues to implement massive cuts in
funds for student loans and grants
while instituting a requirement that the
remaining student loans be secured
through banks (which charge addition-
al fees) rather than directly from the
government.
Placing the students’ dilemma in
this context provides them an alterna-
tive to simply complaining to an
Eastern administration which is only
attempting to carry out governmental
policies as best it can. If students want
to gainfully protest our government’s
rending of this basic social pact, they
need to engage the organ grinder not
the monkey (no insult intended
President David Jorns, vice presidents
Lou Hencken, et al.). This can be done
by writing them at: U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C., 20510; U.S. House
of Representatives, Washington, D.C.,
20515; Executive Office Building,
Springfield, Ill., 62706; and Stranton
Building, Springfield, Ill., 62706.
They respond best when addressed
as “Dear Senator,” “Dear Repre-
sentative” or “Dear Governor.”
Keith Wilson
“To live happily with other people oneshould ask of them only what they
can give.
– Tristan Bernard
oda o e
o nStudents have other
options than saying
‘yes,’ ‘no’ to tuition
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$1.00 Draft Pints
$1.00 Well Drinks
Catch the FUN!!!
4 Big
Screens!
on
Grinder’s
NOW OPEN!
8am-1pm & 7pm-11pm
Monday thru SaturdayGOURMET COFFEES
AND DESSERTS
iendo
509 Van Buren    345-2380
TONIGHT:
the Suede Chain
FREE SHOW!
Starts @ 9:30
Sam Adams
PINTS
only $200!
R
R
R
R
R
R R R
R
R
R
R
R
RRR
$125
Longnecks
fri
Springfield
shaky
Sat
Cherry
Valance
FRI. SEPT. 15 AND SAT. SEPT. 16
LUMPKIN AUDITORIUM rm. 1227:00 P.M.$1.00 students w/ID
FABULOUS THURSDAY
Also, all USED CD’S
$5.98
Clip this Coupon and Receive...
Special coupon savings good only on Thursday 9/14/95
10% OFF
Everything in
the Store!
Noble Flower Shop
503 JEFFERSON
VISA - MASTERCARD - DISCOVER 345-7007
The Best Flowers
in Town
One Dozen Red Roses
vased w/greenery
with Baby’s breath added
$3250
$2750
ALL OTHER
ITEMS IN OUR STORE20% OFF
BRING IN THIS AD FOR
The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the community
JOHN COX/Photo editor
Eating out
Students enjoyed beautiful weather coupled with University Dining Service food Wednesday evening in north
quad.
By DOROTHY BARCIA
Staff writer
In July, former Eastern history
and international studies student,
Jeff Waldoff, attended three
Danish Atlantic Youth Seminars to
study international relations.
“Part of the purpose of the
Atlantic Council and conferences
is to build trans-Atlantic ties, and
they did a great job,” Waldoff said.
Waldoff, an Eastern graduate,
said he is presently teaching high
school history and government
courses and finds that his recent
experience in Denmark this past
summer helped in his perspective
on teaching.
Waldoff said he spent July 22
through 29 in Aalohg, Denmark
with 60 other students from the
United States, Germany, Russia,
Poland, Italy and Hungary.
The program consisted of a
week of lectures, seminars, and
simulations, as well as excursions
and cultural visits.
The seminars were sponsored
by the Atlantic Council of the
United States, a non-profit organi-
zation which promoted the study
of international relations, eco-
nomics, security and the Atlantic
Alliance, Waldoff said.
“I attended lectures on the pre-
sent situation in Europe as well as
the situation in Bosnia and
NATO,” he said. “It was really
exceptional experience.”
Each year, the Atlantic Council
chooses 10 to 15 eligible U.S. stu-
dents from more than 300 univer-
sities, said Wolfgang Schlauch,
professor of history and Study
Abroad coordinator.
These students participate in
one of three yearly programs
which take place in Europe,
Canada and Washington D.C.,
Schlauch said.
In 1989, President George Bush
appointed Schlauch as Eastern’s
Academic Associate to the
Atlantic Council. Schlauch has
headed Eastern’s participation in
the program for the past six years.
Graduate student’s summer 
spent at Denmark seminar
By MATT TRAMEL
Staff writer
Eastern graduate Scott Humbard
told students Wednesday that his
role as a legislative analyst for the
Illinois General Assembly is a good
opportunity to learn about govern-
ment first hand.
Humbard works on the research
and appropriations staff for the ener-
gy and environment division of the
General Assembly. Part of his job is
to analyze all the legislation that
comes through the Illinois House of
Representatives.
“I have to make sure the people
on our committee have all the infor-
mation and material they need,”
Humbard said.
Analyzing the legislation that
comes through the House is one of
many jobs for Humbard. The inter-
esting and fun part, according to
Humbard, is helping out with cam-
paigning.
“We are constantly campaign-
ing,” Humbard said. “It’s a good
time to get out and greet and meet
the constituents.”
When the House isn’t in session,
there is still a lot to be done,
Humbard said. The staff has to pre-
pare analysis of the bills that are
vetoed by Gov. Jim Edgar.
Humbard recently finished serv-
ing his eight-month internship at the
University of Illinois at Springfield.
Humbard said his internship
helped enhance his career. Now that
he’s been hired on full-time,
Humbard said he is looking forward
to becoming more active in govern-
ment.
He said it is difficult to be chosen
for the internship position. Out of
150 applicants in 1994, about 20
were taken.
By JESSICA BAKER
Staff writer
Eastern students will have the opportunity to learn
more about the European culture this year after the
Polish/Eastern European Cultural Studies Interest
Group is organized on campus.
“The purpose of the group is to help us grow intel-
lectually, share interests, and to make life a little bet-
ter,” said Tom Gladsky, founder of the new interest
group.
Gladsky, who is also dean of the graduate research
and international program, said the group’s goal is to
spread interest and awareness around campus about
other cultures and regions – specifically the Polish and
Eastern European cultures.
The group plans to organize trips, attend movies and
share ideas and experiences about Eastern Europe,
Gladsky added. 
“We’re still trying to get word around about the
group,” Gladsky said. Garret DeRuiter, coordinator of
the faculty development office, has sent out newsletters
to faculty explaining the group.
He said any student, faculty or staff member who is
interested in Poland or Eastern Europe can join the
organization.
“There is nothing formal about this group,” Gladsky
said. “This is for people who have similar interests
concerning Eastern Europe and want to share their
ideas with others.”
European culture and society
focus of new student group
Eastern graduate discusses
his role in state legislature
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Alterations
&
Repairs
Byrd’s Cleaners 
S .  4 t h  S t .  C u r v e
Tapering Waists
Lengths Zippers
Phyllis or Mary
Seamstress 345-4546
LAST DAY!WARBLERFree 1994 - 1995YEARBOOKSPICK UP YOUR COPYOUTSIDE OF THE UNION IN THE LIBRARY QUADTODAY9:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
Free to all 1994- 1995 
Full-Time Students
Cross County Mall
MOSCOW (AP) – A masked
attacker fired a rocket-propelled
grenade that pierced the thick
brick wall of the U.S. Embassy
and exploded in an empty office
Wednesday. No one was injured in
the daring mid-afternoon attack
that came at a time of rising anti-
American sentiment.
Nobody claimed responsibility
for the attack, and officials said
there was no clear link to growing
Russian criticism of NATO
airstrikes on Bosnian Serbs.
Russian and U.S. spokesmen
insisted the attack was an isolated
incident.
“It’s the act of a lone maniac,’’
said a senior Russian security offi-
cial at the scene, speaking on con-
dition of anonymity.
The grenade was fired at 4:25
p.m. from the opposite side of the
busy Garden Ring Road, crossing
12 lanes of rush-hour traffic. It
punched through the facade of the
mustard-and-white 10-story build-
ing on the sixth floor, sending
thick smoke swirling. The blast
broke two windows and gouged
out brick and plaster, leaving a
hole and scorching the wall.
No arrests were made, but the
Interfax news agency quoted secu-
rity officials as saying they had a
composite sketch of the attacker, a
tall, young man in jeans.
Embassy spokesman Richard
Hoagland called the attack “an
isolated act’’ and said it “will have
no impact on the Russian-
American relations.’’ In
Washington, the State Department
said President Clinton was briefed
on the attack, which came just a
day after the Kremlin accused
NATO of genocide against the
Bosnian Serbs, Russia’s historic
allies.
It also came on the eve of a
visit to Moscow by Deputy
Secretary Strobe Talbott, charged
with trying to heal the widening
rift between Washington and
Moscow.
Hoagland said the grenade
exploded inside a large photo-
copying machine, which absorbed
most of the shock. The small
room was empty at the time, he
said.
“There were no warning calls,’’
Hoagland said. “As of now, no
one has claimed responsibility.’’ A
spent grenade launcher, a black
ski mask and a glove were found
across the ring road, Hoagland
said. Police said the launcher was
lying inside an archway leading to
a tree-covered courtyard that may
have been the escape route. Some
Russian media reports said the
attacker escaped in a waiting car.
Glass, shrapnel and what
looked like the rocket-propelled
grenade’s tail littered the pave-
ment outside the embassy.
Grenade
strikes
American
Embassy
By SAM McKEE
Features editor
ocking gently in the syn-
thetic leather saddle, I
began to feel comfort-
able as a gallant horse named
“King Leo” carried me down a
steep dirt hill into a meadow of
yellow daisies, black-eyed
susans and purple straw
flowers.
Gaining some confidence as
a first-time jockey, I guided the
17-year-old horse through the
narrow trails that wind around
Riley and Union creeks and
pierce a thick forest of oak,
walnut, maple, pine, birch and
honey locust trees.
Along with sightings of deer,
groundhogs, black snakes, rab-
bits, hawks, falcons and foxes,
some riders have heard the
howling of coyotes.
This scene isn’t from the
Wild West; it’s from the Riley
Creek Stables in western
Charleston, which has drawn up
to 100 riders a week since it
opened in May.
“It’s the rich history of horse-
back riding that draws people
here,” co-owner Travis Owen
said. “For a long time that was
the only form of transportation.
It’s the nostalgia of the Lone
Ranger and Roy Rogers.”
Even Eastern students are
captured by the mystique of the
open trail.
“It’s a nice change of
scenery, being out in the wilder-
ness,” said Russ Sosinski,
junior speech communications
major. “Being up on a horse out
in a forest was really cool – it
kinda made me feel like the
Lone Ranger.”
The youngest rider to be led
down the seven miles of trails
was three years old; the eldest
was a 68-year-old woman who
“just jumped right up on the
horse.”
“She just belted right up
there, and I was like, ‘Don’t let
me get in your way,’” said
Owen with a grin.
Other riders haven’t been as
daring.
Scared to Death
“We had a big muscle-bound
dude come out with his girl-
friend and he was scared to
death – he was almost hyper-
ventilating,” co-owner Jami
McClelland said.
Although the husky man’s
terror is uncommon, most first-
time jockeys experience a
degree of wonder, raising their
neck hairs, she said.
“I was really afraid,” said
Ann Ulaszek, a junior sociology
major. “But it ended up being
very calm and serene – a nice
way to relax on a Sunday.”
“Their eyes get real big,”
McClelland said. “After a few
minutes, they start breathing
again.”
The two equestrian extraordi-
naires have yet to see an injury
at their ranch, located three
miles west of the square on
Illinois Route 316.
“We have good horses and
we take it easy,” Owen said.
If the riders have a great deal
of experience, Owen said he’ll
allow them to trot up the hills.
“(But) it’s not ‘Man from
Snowy River.’”
An Oasis from Books
Owen said the ranch can be
an oasis for Eastern students
who are trapped in a barren
desert of studies.
“If it’s four o’clock, and stu-
dents don’t feel like studying,
they can just come out for an
hour and ride,” Owen said.
“Most people come out because
they can relax.”
An hour ride costs $12; a
half-hour ride, $7.50; and an
hour lesson costs $15. Res-
ervations can be made by call-
ing 348-1424.
In the future, Owen
would like to host fra-
ternity and sorority
outings with catered
food, a volleyball court
and a fire pit.
“This is the best time
of the year because it’s
cool, and the fall will
bring out some nice
colors,” Owen said.
Even smaller groups
can come and take a
ride and cookout on a grill at
the ranch.
The horses, which live about
25 to 30 years, seem to enjoy
their lives there, McClellan
said.
“I don’t think they mind it,”
she said. “When a horse gets
burned out, you know it.
“If they had their way, I think
they’d stay out grazing in the
pasture, but I don’t think they
hate their job. When I open the
gate and holler, they still come
running.”
Horses eat Quiche?
Owen likes to chide and joke
with customers who aren’t
learned in the ways of the
equestrian world.
“A lot of people don’t know
about horses,” said Owen, start-
ing to laugh as he began talking
about an Eastern student he met
the other day. “One girl asked
me what horses eat; I told her
that horses really like quiche.
“Then I said ‘They like a lit-
tle Chardonnay with their
quiche. They’re real partial to
that.’”
Although he laughs at new-
comers to the equestrian world,
Owen is a recent convert him-
self.
After growing up in Mattoon,
he graduated from Millikin
University in Decatur with a
bachelor’s degree in political
science.
T h e
Owen fam-
ily pur-
chased the
farm about
two and a
half years
ago, and
his brother
turned the horse boarding bus-
iness over to him more than a
year ago. Owen knew he needed
to find a way to increase rev-
enue, and he started to consider
offering trail rides.
“It’s been in the back of the
mind, but we never really pur-
sued it until this spring.”
One day in late May, Owen
ran down the street to Mc-
Clelland’s house and asked her
to help him create a trailriding
business.
To g e t h e r
they selected
eight horses
out of a large
s e l e c t i o n ,
ranging in
price from
$700 to
$1,500. They
constructed a
s a d d l e - u p
barn and a
corral for their
new horses, and created the trail
system.
“We threw it all together in
three weeks,” Owen said.
McClelland has a long history
of working with horses. She
earned an equine management
degree from Parkland College in
C h a m p a i g n ,
enabling her to
offer lessons and
manage the
ranch’s 35 hors-
es.
“I’ve loved
horses since I
was old enough
to know what they were, said
McClelland, who began riding
when she was six years old. 
“Everybody wants to be a
cowboy somewhere inside.”
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It’s a nice change of scenery,
being out in the wilderness. Being
up on a horse in a forest was really cool
– it kinda made me feel like the Lone
Ranger.”
– Russ Sosinski
Junior Speech Communication Major
Blazing the trails of
Riley Creek
Stables
“
RILEY CREEK PRICES
HALF-HOUR $7.50
HOUR RIDE $12
HOUR LESSON $15
SAM MCKEE/Staff photographer
Travis Owen and Jami McClellan, owners of Riley Creek Stables, weave through the thick woods on  their
horses “Red” and “Amadeus.” They rent out a total of eight horses for customers to explore about seven
miles of rolling wooded trails, located west of the Charleston square on Illinois Route 316.
SAM MCKEE/Staff photographer
Owners Travis Owen and Jami McClellan say their horses enjoy their life
at the ranch. “If (the horses) had their way, I think they’d stay out grazing
in the pasture, but I don’t think they hate their job,” McClellan said.
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$1000 FUNDRAISER fraterni-
ties, sororities & student organi-
zation. You’ve seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you’ve
never seen the Cit ibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1-
800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_____________________11/1
Save on your-AUTO INSUR-
ANCE. Call BILL HALL 345-
7023 or stop by HALL INSUR-
ANCE, 1010 East Lincoln Ave.
_____________________9/25
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-
shirts-profit $331.00. Risk free.
Choose from 27 designs, or
design own. Free catalog 1-
800-700-4822.
____________________10/27
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL
FREE with SunSplash Tours.
Highest commissions, lowest
prices. Campus Reps wanted!
Sell Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida. 1-800-426-7710.
_____________________9/29
China 88. 1140 Lincoln. Help
wanted daytime waitress.
Require within.
_____________________9/12
Help wanted pizza maker and
delivery. Apply in person after 4
pm. Pagliais Pizza. Charleston.
_____________________12/8
Dairy Queen now hiring for
lunch hrs and nights. Start at
$4.75 per hour and up. Apply
20 State St.
_____________________9/25
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING -
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-
545-4804 ext. N57381.
_____________________10/6
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -
Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary 206-545-4155 ext.
A57381.
_____________________10/6
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn up to $2,000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean,etc.) .  Seasonal
and fu l l - t ime employment
available. No experience nec-
essary. For more information
cal l  1-206-634-0458 ext .
C57381.
_____________________10/6
TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK -  Make up to $25-
45/hr. teaching basic conver-
sat ional  Engl ish in Japan,
Taiwan,  or  S.  Korea.  No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For infor-
mation call: 206-632-1146 ext.
J57381.
_____________________10/6
EXTERIORS PAINTERS
Experienced Student Painters
needed to paint Charleston
area homes. Full or Part Time.
AMERICA’S COLLEGE
PAINTERS 1(800)626-6267.
“painting America’s homes
coast to coast”
_____________________9/21
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVAT-
ED INDIVIDUALS. FAST,
EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLI-
GATION. (800)862-1982 EXT.
33.
_____________________9/28
Caring individuals needed to
work with developmental ly
d isabled adul ts  in  a smal l
group home setting stressing
community integrated living.
Those major ing in Special
Ed. ,  Psychology,  TR,
Education, or related fields
may wish to take this opportu-
nity to gain experience along
with their degree. FT, PT and
weekend nights avai lable.
Also hiring FT weekday am
cook and PT weekday am
housekeeper. Apply in person
at Tull House, 1911 18th St.,
Charleston, 345-3552.
_____________________9/15
Caring individuals needed to
work with developmentally dis-
abled adults in a small group
home setting stressing commu-
nity integrated living. Those
majoring in Special Ed.,
Psychology, TR, Education, or
related fields may wish to take
this opportunity to gain experi-
ence along with their degree.
P.T. Weekends available. Apply
in person at Omega 8, 415 4th
St., Charleston, 348-1723.
_____________________9/19
SPRING BREAK-Mazatlan,
Mexico. Best Prices. Best
Parties. Organize and earn free
Spring Break Trip and/or cash.
Call Todd at 800-844-2193.
_____________________9/19
Gymnastics Instructors needed
- Tues./Thurs. nights. Apply
Charleston Rec. Dept., 520
Jackson, 2nd fl.
_____________________9/14
Bass player wanted for working
band. Play Pearl Jam, Hootie,
STP, etc... Call Tim 348-5371.
_____________________9/14
Part time farm help wanted.
Work around your class sched-
ule. 349-8788.
_____________________9/20
Bass Player for R-N-R band.
Min 4 year exp. must be able to
sing lead vocals.
_____________________9/14
G.Q. ATTITUDE SEEKING
CONFIDENT INDIVIDUALS
WITH CHARACTER. MUST BE
$ MOTIVATED AND
FOCUSED. CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT (217) 337-
5477.
_____________________9/19
UNIVERSITY COURT APART-
MENT. HALF PRICE. NEED
SUBLEASE CALL 581-8000.
_____________________9/18
Sublessor needed for Spring
Semester. Excellent location. Call
345-4294.
_____________________9/15
Now open. Private room. Share
nice home with four girls near
EIU. School year 95-96. 348-
8406.
_____________________12/8
Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cas-
settes, concert T-shirts, and
video games. We buy sel l ,
and trade. Music Exchange
512 N. 19th St., Mattoon. 234-
3668
___________________10/12
Kenwood Portable CD player,
car battery adaptor, connector
tape, AC adapter, CD case
with 12 CD holder. Amy 581-
5105.
____________________9/18
Cyclops bicycle trainer great
for exercise indoors. Call 345-
4294.
____________________9/15
486SX2-50MHz, 4MB RAM,
340 Hard Drive, 3 1/2” Drive
and CD-ROM, Speakers,
Sound Card, 14” Monitor. 345-
2505.
____________________9/15
Lofts for sale.  Made to fit bol-
sters.  Will deliver.  Leave a
message at 581-3406
____________________9/20
Great  Amer ica Tickets for
Sept. $10 each. Cal l  Dave
581-5918.
____________________9/15
Fender Jazz Bass with case.
4250 or best offer. Call 581-
2494. Ask for Jordon.
____________________9/20
Men’s Mountain Bike w/lock, 4
months young $260 o.b.o., great
shape, must go. Call 8009.
____________________9/20
MAC LCIII & Monitor, $1,800
New in box, Asking $1200
o.b.o. Patrick 348-1974.
____________________9/19
Coin purse was found in Booth
Library. Call 6061 to identify.
_____________________9/18
HORSEBACK RIDING AT
RILEY CREEK STABLES. 5
min from campus. 348-1424.
_____________________9/15
Congratulations Diane
Schmelzel for being AST active
of the week! TAU Love, Your
Sisters
_____________________9/14
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
BSU Recruitment Drive Sign-Ups Today 12-3 and 4-6pm. University
Union and lantz Building.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON meeting. Tonite 6pm. Buzzard Rm 108. Execs
meet at 5:30 pm.
PHI GAMMA NU meeting-actives. Tonite 6pm. Lumpkin 122.
KAPPA OMICRON NU Informational meeting. Today 5:30 pm. Khlem
Hall Rm. 110
BACCHUS weekly meeting. Sept. 18 6:30 pm. Greenup Room. All
Welcomed!
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION Resume Seminar. Tonite 7
pm. Lumpkin Hall Rm 027. Casual Dress. All Welcomed
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Bible Study. Tonite 7 pm. Sullivan Rm of
MLK Union. Guest speaker: Beverly Turner
ROTC individual movement techniques lab. Tonite 1500 hrs. Campus
pond. Uniform is BDN, Soft cap, LBE.
BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE meeting. Tonite 8pm. Schahrer Rm. New
Members Welcomed.
UB HOMECOMING Candidate Petitions & Picture Fee will be accepted
through Monday, Sept. 18 at 4pm. No petitions will be accepted after
this date.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Large Group. Tonite 7pm.
Charleston/Mattoon Rm MLK Union.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Rap Down. Sept. 25. Looking for participants. If
interested call 581-7088 or Toni 581-2329.
COMMITTEE FOR A DISABLED STUDENTS UNION meeting. Today
1 pm. Student Activities Center of Union Rm 201. All interested stu-
dents welcomed!
BLACK STUDENT UNION 1996 Miss Black EIU Theme Contest.
Themes are due Sept. 26 at the Student Life Office at 4 pm.
MORTAR BOARD Social Meeting. Today 5 pm. Jerrys Pizza
ORGANIZATION OF ADULT STUDENTS INFORMAL AND SUP-
PORTIVE weekly meeting. Today Noon. Panther lair-Union McDonalds.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION weekly meeting. Today 5pm.
Stevenson Tower. Early dinner at 4:15.
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL meeting. Tonite 6:30 pm.
Arcola/Tuscola Room-Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation. Today
3:30-4:30pm. Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Taize Night Prayer. Tonite 10 pm.
Newman Chapel.NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Tonite 8:15 pm.
Coleman Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass. Today Noon. Newman Chapel.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Stepshow committee meeting. Tonite 6 pm.
Oakland Room.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
Help Wanted
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P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection
NBC News Inside Edition Wheel of Fortune Col/F’tball K’Off Wings Jeffersons
Wheel of Fortune Murder, She Wrote Charlie Grace College Football Murder, She Wrote Movie: Wisdom
Inside Edition
Friends Color Me Barbra Monroes Movie: Escape From
Hope & Gloria Alcatraz
Seinfield 48 Hours Day One News
Mad About You
ER News News SportsCenter Night Court
David L. (10:35) Nightline (10:35) Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Commish Roseanne Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego Baseball: Braves
Roseanne Next Step Bill Nye At Marlins
Illinois Gardner Unsolved Mysteries Living Single Mysterious Univ. Little House on World of Audubon
This Old House Crew Magical Worlds The Prairie
Prairie Fire Movie:Baby New York Movie Magic St. Elsewhere Movie: Two Mules
Love and Profit Snatcher Undercover Know Zones For Sister Sara 
Mystery! Star Trek: The Next Beyond 2000 News
Generation
Being Served? Unsolv. Myst. America’s Most... Mysterious Univ Inside Money World of Audubon
Movie Cops Magical Worlds Collector Cars
FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS - GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVAT-
ED INDIVIDUALS. FAST,
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLI-
GATION. (800)862-1982 EXT.
33
_____________________9/28
Thru Sat 15 - 10 tans regular
bed $30, 10 tans Super bed
$45, We now have bottled
water & juices. JAMAICAN
TAN, 410 7th St., 348-0018.
_____________________9/15
Horse boarding only 1 1/2 miles
SW from campus. Riding
lessons with indoor arena. 345-
6453 or 348-8774
____________________12/11
EIU RUGBY WOMAN Keep up
the excellent work at your prac-
tices.  All of your effort will pay
off in a successful season.
Tom Kraus
_____________________9/14
YOU NEED MONEY.  Att’n EIU
Greeks, Clubs, orgn’s. NEW
Fundraiser oppt’y.  Big $. Easy.
No $ Down.  Leave message.
Tom 348-0118.
_____________________9/19
SPRING BREAK TO MAZAT-
LAN, MEXICO. FROM $399.
Air-7 nights hotel. Free nightly
beer. Parties/discounts. Call
Eric at 800-844-2193.
_____________________9/14
Chris Dwyer of Sigma Chi.-You
were GREAT as ballboy at
Saturday’s football game! What
a Sigma man! Love Tri-Sigma
cheering team.
_____________________9/14
Snakes...Don’t forget we have
an informal chapter meeting
tonight at 8:00 p.m.-Don’t be
late!
_____________________9/14
BRAD PUGH Happy Birthday,
Sweetie. I’ll give you your pre-
sent next week...A free birthday
drink, that is! Have fun cele-
brating. Love, Michelle.
_____________________9/14
Congratulations Misty of Phi
Sigma on receiving sister of the
month. Phi Sig Love, Your
Sisters
_____________________9/14
Live Reggae Band-Free Stuff-
Taste the Tropics. Sigma Nu’s
Jamaica Night only 1 week
from today. Get your tickets
NOW!!!
_____________________9/14
Congratulations Marci
Reifstack of AST on your
Engagement to Josh Howard!
Your sisters are happy for you!
TAU Love, Your sisters
_____________________9/14
Tom Kraus. The E.I.U.
WOMEN’S RUGBY appreci-
ates your help in coaching us.
Because of you we will win!
THANK YOU.
_____________________9/14
JILL DIMON-You’re the best
mom any kid could EVER ask
for. Thanks for everything.
ALPHA GAM LOVE-Jenni
_____________________9/14
The Daily Eastern News has
relocated to the MLK Union
Gallery
___________________HA-00.
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Artists to draw editorial cartoons for
The Daily
Eastern News
Previous art background
experience preferred.
Contact Chris Seper
or Heidi Keibler
at 581-2812
or stop in The Daily Eastern News 
office in Gallery of Union
WANTED
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Kirsten Bass
Lisa Bedo
Marcy Benjamin
Karen Bergstrand
Brook Breckenridge
Holly Bush
Allison Carroll
Sarah Casio
Merry Cody
Jenny Conklin
Jodi Deconcini 
Jennifer Edwards
Kari Firebaugh
Katie Fitzgerald
Jami Gadd
Jodi Gaspard
Bridgett Hartman
Megan Heinz
Renee Kae
Jill Kocher
Jennifer Kurth
Kelly Kvelland
Kara Ladd
Christi Lagoni
Heather Larson
Karrie Lewis
Carrie Lines
Ruthie Rundle
Megan Ryan
Sarah Sank
Julie Scheer
Michelle Shahin
Jen Slivinski
Shannon Smyser
Beth Spalding
Stacy Szklarski
Miki Taylor
Sarah Terborg
Kara Toney
Stacey Whitcomb
Amy Wick
Krissy Willey
Renee Zelinski
ALPHA PHI would like to
Introduce their 1995 New Members
Congratulations!
EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm
Jerry’s Pizza ’ i
& Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA          •SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI        •GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 Plus Tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00
345-2844
345-7849345-7849
OZ R TS $1.25QU R S $2.05R X RS $2.05ille gen ine Red $1.50ML & BL
RESTAURANT &BANQUET FACILITY 1412 4TH ST.CHARLESTON
SMOTHERED CHICKEN DINNER   $6.75
ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM.  AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER
LUNCH SPECIAL P
Chicken Fajita Salad (with Coffee or Tea) $4.50
Reuben With Fries $3.95
Stuffed Potato $3.95
Grinders, your off campus study place, o Open ail
Vi aa e ca di co eme ican p eccep ed
LADIES NIGHT...
AND KARAOKE NIGHT8:30PM -1:00AM
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) – Notre
Dame coach Lou Holtz was up and walk-
ing around yesterday after emergency
surgery to remove pressure on his spinal
cord, doctors at the Mayo Clinic said.
Doctors discovered a bone growth was
compressing Holtz’s spinal cord after he
complained of weakness in his leg and
arm muscles in recent weeks, said Dr.
James Moriarity, university physician.
During surgery Tuesday, doctors
removed the disc in Holtz’s neck that was
bulging against  his spinal cord and
replaced it with a bone graft. The 4 1/2
hour surgery went well and there were no
complications, according to a statement
from the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
“From what I’ve heard, everything
went exceptionally well and that’s defi-
nitely a relief to this football team,’’ said
Bob Davie, Notre Dame’s interim coach
and defensive coordinator.
Senior offensive guard Ryan Leahy
said the news that Holtz was OK brought
up a new problem – what to get the coach
for a get-well gift.
“You don’t want to send some flow-
ers,’’ he said.
Holtz was transferred to a regular room
today after spending Tuesday night in the
intensive care unit for observation, said
Mike Enright, Notre Dame’s assistant
sports information director. That is nor-
mal procedure at Mayo Clinic, Enright
said.
Holtz is expected to be hospitalized
through this weekend, which means he
won’t even be on campus for Notre
Dame’s game Saturday against Vander-
bilt .  Holtz will  be out at  least  three
weeks.
“As soon as coach Holtz is out of
recovery long enough to be able to under-
stand what we’re doing and understand
what’s going on, there’ll be constant com-
munication,’’ Davie said. “In fact we
joked that we’re going to have to get a
Betacam unit set up there in his hospital
room up there because I’m sure he’s
going to want to watch those practice
tapes every night.’’
George Kelly, assistant athletic direc-
tor, traveled to Minnesota and planned to
see Holtz and his wife Beth on Tuesday
night, Enright said. Notre Dame’s athletic
department also held a Mass for Holtz on
Tuesday morning.
“Everybody at the University of Notre
Dame is happy that surgery was success-
ful with coach Holtz,’’ Enright said.
“Everyone at Notre Dame wishes him
well in recovery and looks forward to
having him back on campus as soon as he
feels ready.’’ Holtz, 58, is in his 10th sea-
son at Notre Dame. The Irish victory over
Purdue on Saturday was Holtz’s 200th
win, making him the 15th college coach
ever to reach that milestone.
ST. LOUIS (AP) –
Deion Sanders, who
bruised his right elbow
when hit by a pitch, is
thinking about giving up
baseball.
“I like the game of
baseball, but I don’t have
to play this game,’’ San-
ders said Tuesday night
after his San Francisco
Giants lost to the St. Louis
Cardinals 10-4.
“My body’s already
showing signs of wear and
tear. I may take a year off
and relax.’’ He also said
this week that he plans to
undergo arthroscopic sur-
gery on his left ankle fol-
lowing the baseball sea-
son.
Sanders’ comments
came only days after he
signed a $35 million,
seven-year contract with
the Dallas Cowboys of the
NFL.
How realistic is Sanders
about leaving baseball?
“Very, very realistic,’’ said
Sanders, whose contract
with the Giants expires
after this season. “Every-
one has to realize you
can’t do things when your
heart’s not in it.
“It’s the fans, my fami-
ly and my body feeling
like
it ...
Everyone knows foot-
ball is more natural for
me.’’ Sanders was the
NFL defensive player of
the year in 1994 despite
playing only 14 games
and helped the 49ers win
the Super Bowl.
The Giants were sur-
prised by Sanders’ re-
marks.
“At some point, we’ll
have to sit down and get a
definite understanding of
what’s going on,’’ Giants
general manager Bob
Quinn said.
Sanders bruised the
elbow in Tuesday night’s
game when and his status
is day-to-day.
Holtz up and walking around after successful surgery 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) – Knute
Rockne had health problems, Frank
Leahy near ly  coached  h imsel f  to
death and Ara Parseghian gave up the
job when he realized it was getting to
him.
Now, current Notre Dame coach
Lou Holtz is recovering from emer-
gency surgery for a condition that
could have left him paralyzed. What
is it about coaching at Notre Dame
that takes such a physical toll?
“You really carry the weight of the
program on your shoulders ,  and I
think every Notre Dame coach has
done that,’’ said Gerry Faust, Irish
coach from 1981 to 1985. “You have
an awesome responsibility to the uni-
versity and to the program.’’ 
The other three coaches – Rockne,
Leahy and Parseghian – each had
health problems during their tenure.
Rockne  suffered  phleb i t i s ,  an
inflammation of the veins, and had a
blood clot in his leg during the 1929
season. Parseghian has often said it
was health problems that forced him
to retire in 1974.
Other Irish coaches have had health problems
Deion may quit
playing baseball MILWAUKEE (AP) – One yearago, a dejected Bud Selig stepped toa podium on a gloomy afternoon to
tell baseball fans they would have to
face the chilly nights of October
alone. There would be no World
Series.
The players were on strike – their
walkout would become the longest
in the history of sports in this coun-
try – and baseball’s championship,
played without fail through the Great
Depression, two world wars and a
killer earthquake, was being
scrapped because of money.
“It was a very painful day, a really
sad day,’’ said Selig, who had
strolled around cavernous and empty
County Stadium that day just before
delivering the inevitable news. “It
was a lonely, lonely day.
“I do think that things slowly but
surely will come back if both sides
reach out and work aggressively, not
only in the coming days and months,
but forever.’’
Before flying to Detroit for this
week’s owners meetings, Selig, who
owns the financially strapped Mil-
waukee Brewers and who is begin-
ning his fourth year as interim com-
missioner, sat in his office and
reflected on the day that might have
changed the game forever.
Selig said he thinks fewer fans
blame him now. He said most of
them have come to realize he had a
legal and ethical obligation to inform
all parties that there would be no
championship.
“The view that the owners can-
celed the Series is not correct.
“We didn’t cancel the Series,’’
Selig insisted. “The players were on
strike.
“We just waited as long as we
could and then once we realized we
had not played, we had networks, we
had ticket problems we had to just
say the World Series wasn’t going to
be played.’’
A year after the World Series was
canceled, baseball still lacks a labor
agreement and a long term television
contract. Players and owners have
lost hundreds of millions of dollars,
not to mention countless fans. Atten-
dance is down more than 20 percent.
But at least there are games to go
see now.
The players ended the strike April
2 after the National Labor Relations
Board ruled against the owners, and
the union decided to play the 1995
season under guidelines of the
expired agreement.
And so, there will be a World
Series this year.
Selig said he never anticipated a
year would pass without an accord.
But he agreed with union chief
Donald Fehr that current talks be-
tween lawyers have been fruitful and
absent of acrimony.
“I would tell you that the talks
have been productive. They’ve been
very constructive. They certainly
have been of a different tone,’’ Selig
said. “But we have a long ways to
go.
“Yogi once said it ain’t over ‘til
it’s over. But yes, I have to believe
there’s a far better understanding
today. I think there’s at least a better
appreciation of each other’s views
and problems,’’ Selig said.
During a recent visit to Milwaukee
to update players on the status of
talks, Fehr said, “there’s a determi-
nation to do everything we can to
find a way to get it done.’’
Selig said that if the sides can
reach agreement in the coming
months on a long term partnership
“that preserves small markets and
medium markets and large markets
... then while this has been terribly
painful, then at least this will not
have been in vain.’’
Selig reflects on strike anniversary
It was a very painful
day, a really sad
day.”
– Bud Selig,
Interim commissioner 
“
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In the library Quad Outside the Union
“We came out flat during the
first three minutes, but after the
goal we finally started to play a
lot better,” Fabiano said. “It just
seems like we need a wake up
call in every game.”
But with the Prairie Stars virtu-
ally controlling the second half
and the Panthers limited to only
seven shots on goal during the
final 90 minutes, things quickly
turned against Eastern. And
despite numerous opportunities to
score, the Panthers were unable to
piece together any kind of rally as
two quick Prairie Star goals fin-
ished off Eastern permanently.
With Eastern now standing at
1-4 on the year and the Panther
Classic only two days away,
Fabiano is looking for the team to
cut down on its mistakes. And he
would also like to see an attitude
change.
“We are going to watch the
game tape and try to adjust so that
we don’t keep making the same
mistakes over and over again,”
Fabiano said. “The players have a
good attitude during the practices
but now we just have to apply this
attitude to game situations and
hopefully things will turn around
for us.”
DAVIE, Fla. (AP) – Pittsburgh
Steelers linebacker Greg Lloyd
said he’ll try to knock Dan Ma-
rino “into next week,’’ giving the
Miami Dolphins one more reason
to circle Monday night on their
calendar.
That’s when Miami and Pitts-
burgh meet for an early-season
showdown of unbeaten AFC title
contenders.
In the Dolphins locker room
Wednesday, Lloyd’s pledge was
viewed as amusing rather than
inflammatory. Linebacker Bryan
Cox wrapped his arms around
Marino from behind and said,
“Lloyd’s going to get you.’’ Ma-
rino laughed.
“I respect Greg for his style of
play,’’ Marino said. “He’s an
incredible player. I wouldn’t
expect him or the Steelers to play
any other way than 100 mph.
That’s just part of the game.’’
Lloyd targeted Marino while say-
ing the Steelers refuse to compro-
mise their style of defense in the
face of NFL rule changes expand-
ing the protection of quarter-
backs.
“I will try to knock (Marino)
into next week,’’ the All-Pro
linebacker said. “If the officials
want to call a penalty, so be it.
Are we going to go after Marino?
What do you think? We are not
going to play passive defense.’’
Steelers coach Bill Cowher
chuckled Wednesday when asked
about Lloyd’s comments.
“Greg just wants to play the
game hard,’’ Cowher said.
Said Steelers linebacker Kevin
Greene: “More power to Greg
Lloyd.’’ But while Lloyd dislikes
the NFL’s latest attempt to protect
the quarterback, Miami coach
Don Shula said the new rules had
widespread support when ap-
proved. They make it illegal for a
defensive player to use the crown
of his helmet against a quarter-
back.
“The rules don’t go into effect
until they’re voted on by the
league membership,’’ Shula said.
“I don’t remember anybody voted
negatively against them.
“I think all teams were pretty
much in favor of the things the
league is trying to get done – not
to take anything away from the
nature of the game, but to make it
as safe as possible and keep play-
ers in the game, rather than on the
sidelines.’’ Cowher said Pitts-
burgh will continue to play as it
has in the past. In the second half
of Sunday’s victory over Hous-
ton, the Steelers drew eight defen-
sive penalties, including a rough-
ing-the-passer call on Lloyd.
Pittsburgh is tied for the NFL lead
with 19 penalties.
During the exhibition season,
Lloyd was fined $12,000 for a hit
on Green Bay quarterback Brett
Favre.
“I’m sure the Steelers are going
to come down here and play hard
and tough,’’ Shula said, “and
hopefully within the rules.’’ Shula
and his players say they respect
the Steelers’ aggressiveness. Even
Cox, Miami’s most irascible play-
er, declined to take offense at
Lloyd’s remarks.
Lloyd has Marino’s number
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
Men’s cross country runner
Justin Weiss continues to shine.
He is picking up where he left
off last year, after being named
the Mid-Continent Conference’s
Cross Country Athlete of the
Year for 1994. 
This past week he was named
“Runner of the Week” in the
Conference. Last Saturday at
the Bradley Invitational, Weiss
helped carry the Panthers to a
fifth-place finish out of 18
teams.
Not only did the team per-
form well, but Weiss finished
the 8000-meter with a time of
25:03, to take fifth out of 182
runners.
“I’m happy because I usually
don’t run that good at Bradley,”
Weiss said.
Coach John McInerney said
that there are many things that
contribute to Justin’s success.
“Most importantly it’s his work
ethic. He always does the max
and knows what it takes to be
good,” McInerney said. He also
noted that Weiss is of outstand-
ing character and ability, along
with being an unselfish member
of the team.
Weiss feels that the credit
should be spread out and not
centered on him. “It’s really a
tribute to the whole team and
not one individual,” Weiss said.
Weiss said he doesn’t feel any
added pressure to perform from
the coaches and his teammates.
“I just put my faith in God and
try to do my best,” he said.
McInerney said that Weiss
has been a very positive influ-
ence on his teammates.
Weiss said that the benefits of
running cross country go far
beyond the health benefits. He
notes the great amount of
friendship and good natured fun
that goes on between his team-
mates.
The Panthers next meet will
be at the Central Collegiate
Championship in Peoria on
Sept. 23rd.
Weiss gets Gateway
“Runner of Week”He’s an incredi-
ble player. I
wouldn’t expect him or
the Steelers to play any
other way than 100
m.p.h.”
– Dan Marino,
Dolphins quarterback
“
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) – Jim
Harbaugh, the highest-rated quar-
terback in the NFL, may not even
start this week for the Indian-
apolis Colts.
Craig Erickson, who started the
first two games, Harbaugh and
coach Ted Marchibroda know
who will start at Buffalo, but
weren’t telling after yesterday’s
practice. The quarterbacks shared
practice time with the first unit.
“We’ll make the formal an-
nouncement as far as the starting
quarterback is concerned right at
game time,’’ Marchibroda said.
“We’re going to give our guys
pretty much equal work this week
in practice.’’ Marchibroda
thought keeping his decision
quiet might affect Buffalo’s
preparations. However, Bills
coach Marv Levy said in a tele-
conference yesterday that his
team would prepare for the Colts
without thinking about the Colts’
decision.
“The only quarterbacks I pre-
pare for differently are John
Elway, Steve Young, and Randall
Cunningham, guys who are great
scramblers,’’ Levy said.
Harbaugh has come off the
bench two straight weeks to take
over for a struggling Erickson,
producing dramatic touchdown
drives that sent both games into
overtime late in the fourth quar-
ter.
He has completed 20 of 29
passes for 209 yards and three
touchdowns without an intercep-
tion, compiling a 124.1 quarter-
back rating. Young, who began
the season with a league-record
career rating of 96.8, is second to
Harbaugh this season at 117.2.
The Colts split their opening
games, losing to Cincinnati 24-21
and defeating the New York Jets
27-24. Harbaugh took over
against Cincinnati with the Colts
trailing 21-10 to complete a 78-
yard touchdown drive, followed
with a conversion pass that tied
the score with three seconds left
in regulation. On Sunday, the
Colts matched their franchise
record for a comeback after trail-
ing 24-7.
“There are a lot of things going
through the coach’s mind. It’s a
tough decision for him,’’ said
Harbaugh, who was 5-4 as a
starter with the Colts last season
and lost the starting job shortly
after the Colts obtained Erickson
in April from Tampa Bay. “He’s
going to do what he thinks is best
for the team. ... Basically, I’m just
taking each day as it comes.’’
Erickson has a 56.3 rating after
completing 31 of 49 passes for
337 yards with one touchdown
and four interceptions in his two
starts.
“I’m getting to know our quar-
terbacks a little better. At this
point, the big thing is what’s best
for the football team, that’s what I
asked myself before I made the
decision,’’ Marchibroda said.
“It’s not like you’re going to do
anything different,’’ said Erick-
son, who has started 32 of his 39
NFL games. “Either way, I’m
going to prepare whether I’m
number one, two, three or four. It
doesn’t matter.’’ Meanwhile, the
Colts practiced without running
back Marshall Faulk. Marchi-
broda said last year ’s NFL
Offensive Rookie of the Year,
who leads the team with 130
yards rushing and 11 receptions
for 99 yards, was sent home sick.
“He had a stomach virus. He
went to the hospital last year ...
He was a little afraid it could
be the same thing, so he was sent
home and we’ll see him in the
morning,’’ Marchibroda said.
Indianapolis keeping quiet about Sunday’s starter at QB
LOSS from page 12
There are a lot
of things going
through the coach’s
mind. It’s a tough deci-
sion for him.”
– Jim Harbaugh
Colts quarterback
“
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By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
Eastern’s two-game winning
streak was halted yesterday in a
loss to Northern Illinois Univer-
sity at Dekalb.
At the end of the first half
Eastern was only down 1-0, but
Northern scored three goals in the
first 11 minutes of the second half
to earn the 4-2 victory.
The loss drops the Lady Pan-
thers back below .500 at 2-3.
The Huskies also put an end to
Eastern’s streak of five halves
without giving up a goal with
their score in the first half.
“This is
a n o t h e r
game we
could have
won,” head
coach Steve
Ballard said.
“We made
some young
mistakes out
there.”
Once again, the Lady Panthers
had plenty of offensive pressure
(each team had 20 shots), but they
couldn’t finish.
Despite the loss, Ballard was
still impressed with his team’s
effort. “It wasn’t like we were
dominated,” he said. “I told the
girls I was proud of them. They
really battled today.”
Eastern was certainly in a hole,
but according to Ballard, the team
never stopped fighting.
Down 4-0 in the second half,
the Lady Panthers attempted a
rally. Freshman Beth Aussin
scored on an assist by Kendra
Williamson, and Diane Marcus
scored on Kathy Fisher’s assist.
But the scoring would end there,
despite Eastern’s continued pres-
sure.
“In the last 10 minutes, we
could have scored five goals,”
Ballard said. “We were really
bombarding them.”
Unfortunately, Northern’s goal-
keeper kept the two-goal advan-
tage, making 17 saves.
Ballard considered Northern
the toughest team the Lady Pan-
thers have faced.  While he was
pleased with the fight the team
put up, he knows that sooner or
later Eastern has to break through.
“We’ve got to win one of these
tough games,” Ballard said. “It’s
just that right now our experience
is lacking.”
The Lady Panthers next play
Saturday at Harris-Stowe before
returning home for a Sunday con-
test against SIU-Edwardsvile. 
I felt bad for Bethel College.
The 700-student populated
school in Tennessee played the
University of Tennessee-Martin
last weekend, and got beat. I
mean beat, bad.
Is 97-7 bad enough? Thought
so.
I pondered this scenario for the
last few days and came up with
this analogy:
Imagine you are a second grad-
er bringing your lunch money to
school, when this big, bad fifth
grader comes out of nowhere and
shoves you into the monkey bars,
takes your money and then starts
walking away – until your big
brother walks around the corner.
The big brother walks up to the
bully, knocks him around seven
ways from Sunday and tells you
to start taking self-defense class-
es.
Who are the cast of characters
in this story? The fifth grade
bully is Tennessee-Martin, the
innocent second grader is Bethel
and the big brother is...Eastern?
In this Saturday’s game against
Tennessee-Martin, the Panthers
have a chance to put the
Skyhawks in their place.
Those poor folks down in Mc-
Kenzie, Tenn. are still stunned
about last week’s game.
“As a coaching staff, we feel
very terrible for players,”
receivers coach Don Kelly said.
“Going into the game, we knew
we we’re going to take our lumps.
“We didn’t think it was going
to be that bad.”
Granted, Bethel is a NAIA
member – the equivalent of class
3A football in Illinois. Still, the
score should have not gotten out
of hand, especially by that mar-
gin.
But I have to respect Kelly, as
he did not make excuses or put
the blame on anyone except him-
self and the rest of the coaches. 
“We have a first year coaching
staff and it’s not the players’
fault,” Kelly said. “I don’t really
want to point fingers or bad
mouth (Tennessee-Martin).”
He could have ripped the
Skyhawks by saying they were
terrible sports and having no
respect for others.
When asked how he personally
felt about the whole situation,
Kelly bit his lip and kept his
burning feelings inside.
“I’d like to tell you how we
really feel, but that wouldn’t be
too professional,” Kelly said.
Carrying a 2-0 record into
Saturday’s game with Tennessee-
Martin, it would be nice if the
Panthers taught the Skyhawks
that turnabout is fair play.
I’m sure McKenzie, Tenn.,
Don Kelly and those 40 freshmen
would agree.
Dan
Fields
Associate
sports editor
Football team
has chance
for hero role
Men’s squad continues downward spiral
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Looking at the final score of yesterday’s men’s
soccer game against the University of Illinois at
Springfield, it seems that Eastern was simply domi-
nated. But according to head coach Troy Fabiano,
the 5-0 final was a bit deceiving.
“Although it was a shutout, it didn’t look like
they totally dominated us,” Fabiano said.
“They (Illinois-Springfield) had chances to score,
and although we didn’t have many chances, the
scoring opportunities were there.”
Overall, Fabiano felt that the team’s effort was
somewhat divided. He was particularly impressed
with the effort of two of his injured players, mid-
fielder Brian Kelly and sweeper Josh Cournaya.
“I thought Kelly and Cournaya really worked
hard throughout the game even though we were
down,” Fabiano said. “But I also have some guys
who just don’t make an effort out there which is
hard to understand. What we have to do is get that
positive attitude to carry over to the rest of the
team.”
Despite the effort, the Prairie Stars (3-1) didn’t
waste anytime jumping out in front of the Panthers
as John Mannion tapped in a goal three minutes
into the game. 
The Prairie Stars used the time of possession and
good ball movement to their favor as they knocked
in two more goals in a 12-minute span to send
Eastern into the locker room trailing 3-0. JOHN COX/ Photo editorEastern midfielder Brian Holcombe heads the ball away from a University of Illinois-
Springfield player yesterday at Lakeside Field. The Panthers lost the game 5-0.
Drops 5-0 decision
to Illinois-Springfield
Northern stops women’s soccer team
See LOSS page 11
Junior outside hitter Vanessa
Wells who is sidelined with a shoul-
der injury, is being listed as doubtful
for this weekend’s Inntowner
Invitational in Madison, Wis. Wells’
injury was thought to be a torn rota-
tor cuff, but after seeing a radiolo-
gist on Monday, Wells’ tests came
up negative.
“It feels a lot better,” Wells said
after watching the Panthers lose
their home opener to Butler
Tuesday. “But this past weekend
was the longest weekend of my life.
I just want to be out there so bad.
It’s even worse now because I feel
fine and wish I could be playing.”
But head coach Betty Ralston
does not want to risk playing Wells
yet. National Collegiate Athletic
Association rules allow a player to
be red-shirted within the first 20
percent of a team’s games. If Wells
were to play before she is complete-
ly healed and then go down for the
year, her eligibility would
be lost for the season. 
“She has some more
mobility now,” Ralston
said. “But she still needs
the doctor’s clearance. I
can’t risk playing her
before she’s 100 percent
because we’re talking
about her playing career.
We’d hate to have to lose
a whole year of eligibility for her.”
Good show: Ralston said Sunday
that her squad’s performance at the
DePaul Invitational last weekend
was “probably our best showing in a
couple of years.” 
The key statistic through and
through this season has been the
loss of 40 percent of the offense
with the graduation of 1994 Mid
Continent Conference Player of the
Year Kaaryn Sadler. But Ralston
was also quick to point out that the
Panthers lost to DePaul last season
with Sadler and managed
to defeat the Blue Demons
in the teams’ first meeting
this year.
Attribute the newfound
success against DePaul to
the Panthers’ new and var-
ied offensive attack. While
production came mainly
from Sadler last year, the
team now has several indi-
viduals leading the attack.
Jennifer Damon, Sherry Austin
and Vanessa Wells have all received
recognition this season for their
contributions to the team. Damon
was named to the DePaul All-
Tournament Team, freshman Austin
was named the Mid-Con’s offensive
Player of the Week for Aug. 28-
Sept. 3 and Wells was on the Labor
Day Volleyfest’s All-Tournament
Team as well as the Mid-Con’s
Defensive Player of the Week.
Boost in PT: Ralston said that
freshman middle hitter Missy
Hollenkamp got one of her first
opportunities to see significant play-
ing time at DePaul. After seeing
action in only one of the first 18
games of the season, Hollenkamp
finally began getting her shot in
Chicago.
“Missy came in and gave us
some quality playing time,” Ralston
said. “She was helping out a lot fill-
ing in for Lindsey (Celba).”
Ralston said she had wanted to
give everyone a chance to play at
the tournament but circumstances
didn’t allow her to.
“I had hoped to play everyone,”
Ralston said. “But we really needed
some wins. The good thing is that
we still have a lot of equality. If
someone isn’t having a good game
we can sub with no problem.”
- Compiled by Matt Erickson
Wells doubtful for weekend volleyball tourney
Steve Ballard
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By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
The 1995 Eastern Panthers vol-
leyball team entered the season
about to be haunted by a ghost. The
spirit of Kaaryn Sadler has loomed
in the distance ever since the 1994
Mid-Continent Conference Player
of the Year’s graduation last May.
A statistic that head coach Betty
Ralston and her squad are likely
tired of hearing is that Sadler took
40 percent of the Panthers’ offense
with her.
So the question: How will the
Panther spikers make up for the
loss of arguably the best volleyball
player in Eastern history?
According to Ralston, the answer
is simple. She plans on her team
vying for the Mid-Con title through
the use of a varied offensive attack.
“I really don’t see us as a one-
player team anymore,” Ralston said
after her team’s first week of prac-
tice. “Maybe someone will come
on as an individual this year like
she (Sadler) did last year. But this
year is much more of a group
thing.”
Thus far in the season, Ralston’s
prophecies have held true. Through
nine matches, her squad’s record
stands at only 4-5. But records can
only tell one side of a story.
The Panthers have had many
new leaders step up in the young
season. At the team’s initial outing
of the year at the Labor Day
Volleyfest in Richmond, Ky., junior
outside hitter Vanessa Wells played
a key defensive role for Eastern.
She roamed the court in record
fashion as she notched a tourna-
ment record 74 digs.
Unfortunately for the Panthers,
Wells’ health status is up in the air
as a shoulder injury has hampered
her. At the time of the injury, Wells
was leading the Mid-Con in digs
per game with 4.7
After the Richmond tournament,
Wells was named the Mid-Con’s
Defensive Player of the Week and,
on the offensive end, freshman
middle hitter Sherry Austin used
her high hitting percentage in the
Volleyfest to catapult her to Mid-
Con Offensive Player of the Week
honors. Austin hit .379 in the four-
match tourney, including 30 kills
with only eight errors in 58
attempts.
Another team leader made her
way toward the front of the Panther
pack at the DePaul Invitational
Sept. 8-9. Junior outside hitter
Jennifer Damon was named to the
All-Tournament Team at DePaul
after notching 22 kills, 35 digs and
eight aces behind the service line.
So a team that began with the
lack of a prominent leader has
become a team with an abundance
of them. And the term that has been
repeated throughout the season
from coaches and players alike has
been “equality.”
“We’re definitely going to have
to vary the offense and use more
people,” Ralston said. “This year
our offense should actually be
stronger because we’ll have a
whole lot more options to use.”
Position-wise, the Panthers are
deep at every slot. But perhaps the
biggest change comes at the setter
position. With sophomore setter
and 1994 All-Conference First
Team selection Kara Harper back to
run the offense, Ralston can be sure
that her hitters will get their fair
share of pretty sets to pound home.
But if at any time Harper can’t
get the job done, Shana Bjornstad
will be an able backup. Harper had
92 percent of the Panthers’ assists
last season, but this season the 5-
foot-6 play maker has 72 percent of
the team’s assists. Bjornstad’s role
has increased dramatically as she
has recorded 74 assists (24 per-
cent).
Overall, the Panthers will be
hoping to improve on last season’s
17-16 record. And with a signifi-
cant increase in home matches from
last year, when Eastern was at
home on only seven occasions, the
Panthers will be on the prowl in
Charleston. Ralston’s team will be
at home for 13 matches, including
the EIU/Ramada Invitational Sept.
29-30.
But the equality of talent on this
season’s team will be a key.
“We have several people ready to
start at any given position,” Ralston
said. “It has really forced everyone
to keep up because if someone isn’t
performing well one night, we can
sub someone or switch positions
around. We’re just a well-balanced
team.”
JOHN COX/ Photo editor
Sophomore middle hitter Monica Brown (left) tries to block a shot from teammate Lorri Sommer during the
volleyball team’s practice at Lantz Gym. The Panthers carry a 4-5 record into this weekend’s Inntower
Invitational in Madison, Wis. 
Sherry Austin Fr. Middle hitter
Shana Bjornstad Jr. Setter
Heather Brewster Sr. Outside hitter
Monica Brown So. Middle hitter
Lindsey Celba So. Middle hitter
Jennifer Damon Jr. Middle hitter
Sara Davenport Fr. Outside hitter
Kara Harper So. Setter
Missy Hollenkamp Fr. Outside hitter
Amy Poynton Sr. Outside hitter
Lorri Sommer So. Middle hitter
Vanessa Wells Jr. Outside hitter
1995 Panther Volleyball roster
Volleyball team adjusting to life without Sadler 
Betty Ralston
Head coach
Glenn Kiriyama
Assistant coach
Sept. 15-16 Inntower Invite Madison,
Wis.
Sept. 20 Bradley Peoria
Sept. 26 Indiana State Lantz Gym
Sept. 29-30 EIU/Ramada Invite Lantz Gym
Oct. 3 St. Louis Lantz Gym
Oct. 6 Missouri-K.C. * Lantz Gym
Oct. 13 Valparaiso * Valparaiso
Oct. 14 Northeastern Ill. * Chicago
Oct. 15 Chicago State * Chicago
Oct. 20 Western Illinois * Macomb
Oct. 21 Southeast Missouri Lantz Gym
Oct. 27 Northeastern Ill. * Lantz Gym
Oct. 28 Valparaiso * Lantz Gym
Oct. 29 Chicago State * Lantz Gym
* Denotes Mid-Continent Conference games
Upcoming schedule
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By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor
After six long years, it finally
happened.
The Eastern football squad
secured a winning season after its
24-3 victory over Southern Illinois
at O’Brien Stadium on November
19. The win over the Salukis was
the fourth consecutive victory for
the Panthers.
Fast forward to this season and
one discovers that Eastern is still
on that winning streak with victo-
ries over Austin Peay (31-13) and
Southeast Missouri State (34-18).
Although the team has only 10
returning starters, head coach Bob
Spoo has been upbeat about his
team’s possibility of another win-
ning season. But Spoo revealed
one different aspect about this
year’s squad from teams in the
past.
A change in attitude.
“There’s no question about
that,” Spoo said. “They’re an en-
joyable group of players. They’ve
bought into what we’re (coaches)
trying to do.”
Key returnees on offense for the
Panthers include quarterback Pete
Mauch and running back Willie
High.
With the graduation of former
quarterback Jeff Thorne, there was
a decision to be made last season
in who was to fill his slot. But
Mauch battled for the spot and
eventually ended up with the start-
ing job.
Statistically, Mauch was 98-182
(.539) in passing, had eight
touchdowns while giving up seven
interceptions.
He earned Honorable Mention
All-Conference honors and was
the first Eastern quarterback since
1977 to finish with positive rush-
ing yardage (171 yards).
One of the reasons Mauch solid-
ified the quarterback spot is proba-
bly because of the competitive
nature he carries into each game,
Spoo said.
“You can only corral a kid for so
far,” Spoo said. “He is a great
competitor. He’ll try to make it
happen.”
Ending up with 1,487 yards in
his sophomore season, High en-
tered last season as a Payton
Trophy candidate – the award be-
stowed to the best player in NCAA
I-AA. But word got around about
High, and he finished the season
with 1,154 yards.
Still, High was selected First
Team Gateway Conference and
Honorable Mention All-American
by the Football Gazette/USA
Today for NCAA I-AA.
Entering the season with a
career mark of 2,773 yards, High
will most likely pass Jamie Jones
to fill the No. 2 slot on Eastern’s
all-time rushing list. The No. 1
position is held by Poke Cobb,
who rushed for 5,042 from 1976-
79.
Last year was High and
Mauch’s first winning season since
putting on the Panther blue, and
Spoo realizes that they, along with
the other upperclassmen, are tired
of seeing their team lose.
“Our leaders, the guys through
three and four years have suffered
through tough times and are fed up
with that,” Spoo said. “(Now),
they’ve taken the bull by the
horns, so to speak, and they’re not
about to allow anything to disrupt
anything to be successful.”
Highlighting the defense this
season is senior linebacker Tim
Carver.
Carver comes into this season as
Eastern’s all-time leader in tackles.
He also holds the Panther record
for single game (31 against Texas-
El Paso) and season (179) tackles.
Carver has led Eastern in tackles
all three years as a Panther. Not
surprisingly, he has racked up
numerous awards at Eastern
including Third Team All-Amer-
ican by the Associated Press for I-
AA, Second Team Academic All-
American for Division I and I-AA,
named to Gateway Commi-
ssioner’s All-Academic Team and
was named to the Gateway’s
Second Team in his sophomore
year.
Carver is just 14 tackles short of
the all-time Gateway mark for
tackles in a season.
Joining Carver on defense as
returning starters are safety Chris
Brown, linebacker Matt Sweeney
and defensive tackle Curtis Price.
Returning starters on offense
include senior fullback Chris
Hicks, tight end Charlie Roche,
kicker Steve Largent and center
Chris Anderson who leads a big
offensive line.
Eastern joins the Ohio Valley
Conference next season. And if
this season is an indication of how
strong the conference will be next
year, the Panthers are sitting pretty.
Both of their victories this sea-
son are over OVC teams (Austin
Peay State and Southeast Missouri
State).
Panthers hope to build on winning campaign
Eastern set for final year in
Gateway Conference; hope
to leave lasting impression
JOHN COX/Photo editor
Eastern quarterback Pete Mauch launches a pass during the Panthers’ Aug. 31 nonconference win over
Austin Peay State University. Ready to protect Mauch is running back Willie High, a Payton Trophy candi-
date, who has led the Panthers in rushing for the last two seasons.
Anton Manuel So. WR Ben Russell Fr. FB Mike Kramer So.   WR
Hasheem Rasheed R-Fr. DB Chris Brown Jr. SS Mike Mangan So.    TE
George Wilson So. DB Maurice Daniels Fr. WR Brandon Schild Jr.     DE
Terry Butler Sr. CB Everett James Fr. FB Rick Mullen Sr.     TE
Leinad Cross R-Fr. DB Tim Wells R-Fr. TE Curtis Price Sr.     DT
Jinho Ferriera Jr. WR Willie High Sr. RB John Moyer Jr.     DE
Bob Rosenstiel Jr. WR Ibrahim Bawa So. RB Kevin Ellison Jr.     DE
Tom Hess Jr. WR Rodney Wilson So. LB Mike Shea So.    DT
Pete Mauch Sr. QB Chris Hicks Sr. RB
Shawn Denzer Jr. K Tim Carver Sr. LB
Ryan Beckmann R-Fr. WR Ryan Pace Fr. LB
Jay Ankenbrand Fr. QB Chris Szarka Jr. FB
Chad Larner Fr. PK James Dorsey Sr.         FS
Anthony Madison Jr. CB Jerry Guzaldo So. LB
Steve Largent Sr. K Jon Adams So. LB
Seth Willingham Fr. QB Ethan Banning So. DE
Justin Lynch R-Fr. WR Eugene Thomas Fr. DT
Solomon Burcy Fr. WR Bob Koziel R-Fr. LB
Jason Calzadillas Jr. CB Matt Sweeney Sr. LB
Ed Jackson So. DB Jerell Smith R-Fr. DT
Chris Watson Fr. DB Pat Langan Sr. LB
Conrad Prasmsma So. FB Chris Anderson Sr. C
Brian McGavock Jr. DT Lemont Clark Jr. OG
Travis Thompson R-Fr. C Pete Wilkes So. OT
Scott Brinkerhoff R-Fr. OT Charlie Roche Sr. TE
Anthony Verecchia R-Fr. LB Ben Toberman Fr. OT
Chris Westenberger So. C Bill Brown So. OT
Gerald Anderson R-Fr. OG Charles Pankey Fr. OT
Travis Hunerberg Jr. OT Jamie Hamilton Fr. OT
Steve Marcinkowski Fr. DT Reggie Scott R-Fr. DE
1995 Panther Football roster
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BOB SPOO
RECORDS:
Last season: 6-5
Career: 44-47
Purdue University, ‘60
1995 EASTERN FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT SITE
August 31 Austin Peay State Clarksville, Tenn.
September 9 Southeast Missouri State O’BRIEN STADIUM
September 16 Tennessee-Martin O’BRIEN STADIUM
September 23 Southwest Missouri State O’BRIEN STADIUM
September 30 Central State (Ohio) O’BRIEN STADIUM
October 7 Northern Iowa Cedar Falls, Iowa
October 14 Western Kentucky Bowling Green, Ky.
October 21 Open Date
October 28 Illinois State (Homecoming) O’BRIEN STADIUM
November 4 Western Illinois (Family Weekend) O’BRIEN STADIUM
November 11 Southern Illinois Carbondale
November 18 Indiana State Terre Haute, Ind.
Opponent EIU Opp. Result Record
Murray State 15 31 Loss 0-1
Texas El-Paso 20 22 Loss 0-2
Lock Haven State 45 10 Win 1-2
Northern Illinois 17 49 Loss 1-3
SW Missouri State 38 21 Win 2-3
Northern Iowa 7 19 Loss 2-4
Western Illinois 13 23 Loss 2-5
Indiana State 30 21 Win 3-5
Illinois State 16 13 Win 4-5
Western Kentucky 28 20 Win 5-5
Southern Illinois 24 3 Win 6-5
* Eastern finished tied for second in the Gateway.
1994 Results (6-5, 4-2)
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By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Last year at this time Eastern
was in the middle of a six-game
winning streak en route to the
conference title. But this year’s
soccer team, which currently
holds a 1-4 record, is off to a
shaky start.
“It’s been very interesting,”
head coach Troy Fabiano said of
the season up to this point. “The
reason for this is because one day
one team shows up and the next
day the other team shows up. So
we haven’t been able to play con-
sistently.”
And while Fabiano has found
his job to be a challenging he
believes the ability to win is there.
“I’ve known the players long
enough now to realize that they
have the potential to be a good
team,” Fabiano said. “In order to
be successful at the college level
though, a team has to be consis-
tent and play a solid game of soc-
cer.”
Freshmen sweeper Scott Ness
also believes that consistency has
been a problem. But he feels that
playing the whole field needs to
be worked on in order to have a
winning season.
“We are starting to work on
making the field larger by spread-
ing out more  instead of bunching
up,” Ness said. 
Teammate Brian Kelly believes
that one of the keys to success is
going to be basic teamwork.
“The team needs to come out
and play harder every time we
take the field,” Kelly said. “And
in order to do this we are going to
have make a team effort in each
game.”
Although many factors have
given the team trouble this season,
Fabiano believes that one of the
biggest problems has been getting
the team to realize that this isn’t
the same team from last year.
“The players have to realize
that we don’t have the same play-
ers from last season due to things
like transfers and eligibility,”
Fabiano said. “They have to real-
ize that winning has to come from
within this group because nobody
is going to come along and be our
savior.”
Injuries have also started to
creep into the Panther lineup and
Fabiano is concerned with this
because the team is already short
on numbers.
“A couple of players have been
hit with injuries which could be a
problem since we lack the depth,”
Fabiano said. “And since I don’t
have anyone who can come off
the bench, they haven’t been able
to sit out in order to get healthy
again.”
Despite all of the negative
aspects of this season, there have
been some positives during the
slow start.
“Besides the potential to win,
the guys are starting to become
more confident in themselves and
communication has been improv-
ing more and more each game,”
Fabiano said.
“We have really started to come
together as a team,” Kelly said. “I
feel that we are starting to learn
the system and we are getting to
know the coach a lot better so I
think things are starting to turn
around for us.”
Now that Fabiano has an idea
of what to expect during the rest
of the season, he is focused on
preparing the team for its confer-
ence schedule and hopes that no
serious injuries will plague the
team during the year.
“My goal is to get the team
ready for conference play and try
to keep the team from being hit
with any more injuries since we
only have 15 players on the
squad,” Fabiano said.
Men’s soccer trying to reverse sluggish 1-4 start
JOHN COX/ Photo editor
Junior Brian Ritschel tries to keep an opponent from moving the ball toward the goal in a recent Eastern
soccer game. The Panthers are off to a slow start, as they hold a 1-4 record.
Joshua Cournaya Jr. Midfielder
Brian Hecht Fr. Goalkeeper
Brian Holcombe So. Midfielder
Sean Johnson Jr. Forward
Brian Kelly Jr. Midfielder
Andrew Major Fr. Midfielder
Greg McDonald Jr. Fullback
Scott Ness Fr. Fullback
Brian Ritschel Jr. Goalkeeper
Robert Ryan So. Midfielder
Jason Rutter Fr. Fullback
Roman Shapla Fr. Midfielder
1995 men’s soccer roster
Andrew Vanawken So. Midfield
Mark Valintis Jr. Midfield
Eric Wilson So. Forward
Troy
Fabiano
Head coach
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By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
As a first year program, Eastern’s wom-
en’s soccer team is looking to make some
noise. And with a determined coaching
staff and a nucleus of young talent, they
just might do so.
The Lady Panthers are coached by Steve
Ballard, who played his soccer at State
University in New York. Ballard has
coached at UNC Chapel Hill, Elon College
in North Carolina and Averett College in
Virginia.
Assisting Ballard are Lori Davis, a four-
year player at the University of Dayton,
and Betsy Boudreau, an Eastern graduate
who worked with the club team for the past
few years.
Eastern’s athletic department has also
been a big help, Ballard added.
“The athletic department has been
behind the program,” Ballard said. “I’m
very pleased with the support they’ve given
us.”
Hired in January, Ballard had only a
short time to recruit players, but he  still
signed some talented people.
“I sold them on the goal of having a .500
season. They responded to it well,” Ballard
said. His team is already chasing that goal,
as the Lady Panthers currently stand at 2-3.
Obviously, the team is extremely young.
Of the 23 players on the roster, 16 are
freshmen. Yet the team has plenty of lead-
ership.
Senior Maureen Ancheta and sophomore
Lisa Huber played for Eastern’s club team
last season. This year they are co-captains
along with junior Kathleen Fisher and
freshman Diane Markus.
Up front, the Lady Panthers will be led
by Fisher, sophomore Kendra Williamson
and freshman Beth Aussin.
Huber, sophomore Katie Miorano and
freshman Courtney Hendrickson will star
at midfield.
The defense will be led by Heather Ory,
the sweeper, and Markus, the stopper.
At goal, Ballard has the luxury of having
two keepers who could start. “Kate (Bin-
der) and Jenny (Vargas) will probably share
time this season,” Ballard said.
Being a first-year program, the Lady
Panthers have the disadvantage of hosting
just seven games at Eastern. But the Lady
Panthers have already won their first two at
home – a 4-0 win against Iowa State, and a
7-0 romp over Harris-Stowe.
Road highlights include games at
Northern Illinois, Marquette and Kansas.
Overall, coach Ballard is impressed with
how his first year team is coming together.
“I’m real proud of this group,” Ballard
said. “For the first three weeks, they’ve put
in a lot of time and energy. Now they can
start to enjoy the season.”
Hopefully, their fans will enjoy it as
well.
Women’s soccer team begins inagural season 
Maureen Ancheta Sr. Midfielder
Beth Aussin Fr. Forward/Midfielder
Kate Binder Fr. Goalkeeper
Tiffanie Bosley Fr. Midfielder/FW
Sara Dieckhoff Fr. Back
Kathleen Fisher Jr. Midfielder
Jodi Gaspard Fr. Goalkeeper
Courtney Hendrickson Fr. Midfielder
Lisa Huber So. Midfielder
Heather Jalinsky Fr. Midfielder/FW
Valerie Johnson Fr. Midfielder
Tara Kinney So. Back
Dana Leighty Fr. Midfielder/Back
Diane Markus Fr. Back
1995 women’s soccer team roster
Erin McNally Fr. Midfielder
Jennifer Meyer Fr. Back/Midfielder
Katie Miorano So. Midfielder
Heather O’Malley Jr. Midfielder
Heather Ory Fr. Back
Valerie Pourch Fr. Midfielder
Tracie Strother Fr. Forward
Jenny Vargas Fr. Goalkeeper
Jeanne Walsh Fr. Back
Kendra Williamson So. Midfielder/Forward
Assistant coach Lori Davis
GA coach Betsy Beaudreau
Head trainer Cheryl Birkhead
Steve Ballard
Head coach
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Terry’s Clip & ChipTerry L. Roy - Class “A” ClubmakerMember of the Professional Clubmaker’s Society
8th & Madison • Charleston, Il 61920 •217/345- 6325S
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g
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. •CUSTOM BUILT GOLF CLUBS•FULL SERVICE REPAIR CENTER
•INDOOR DRIVING RANGE
•COMPLETE FITTING CENTER
Go Panthers!!!
On the Buffet
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFALO WINGS $5.79
SU TU S T URS T R P
SHOW US YOUR COLLEGE I.D. 
THE DRINKS ARE ON US!
When o come o Ponde o a and b a big delicio meal ho
o alid college ca d and o ll ge o choice of ll Yo
an ink of d ink iced ea ho ea o coffee ab ol el R
234-3441 224 E. RichmondMattoon, IL
JOHN COX/ Photo editor
Members of Eastern’s women’s soccer team practice at the soccer fields west of Lawson
Hall. The women’s soccer team is currently 2-2 this season. The Lady Panthers next play
at Harris Stowe on Sunday.
Harris-Stowe Sept. 16 Away
SIU-Edwardsville Sept. 17 Home
Evansville Sept. 20 Home
Marquette Sept. 24 Away
Lewis Sept. 27 Home
Toledo Oct. 1 Home
SIU-Edwardsville Oct. 4 Away
Missouri tourney Oct. 7-8 Away
Arkansas Little Rock Oct. 14 Away
Upcoming games
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By DONNA RUF
Staff writer
The 1995 men’s and women’s
cross country teams can be lik-
ened to opposite sides of a coin
this season.
The men’s teams can be consid-
ered the veteran squad, returning
the Mid-Continent champions
from 1993 and 1994 in Nate
Shaffer and Justin Weiss, while
the women can be seen as a young
squad, carrying 14 underclassmen
on the 18-woman roster team.
Coach John McInerney does
consider the performance goals of
the men higher than the women,
but believes both teams are train-
ing tough.
McInerney said he definitely
considers his men’s team as a
tough competitor for other teams,
especially in the Mid-Continent
Conference, which the team hopes
to win this year. Although defend-
ing champ Youngstown State
University returns its top seven
runners, McInerney believes
Eastern can still win the confer-
ence.
“The Mid-Continent Confer-
ence meet is one of the key meets
of our season, and with it being
our last year in that conference,
we want to go out with a bang,
and I believe we have a good shot
at winning the conference title,”
McInerney said.
What leads McInerney to the
conclusion they can win is the
experience his team possesses and
the depth the men have in runners
like Weiss and Shaffer, as well as
sophomore Todd Moroney, who
won the Mid-Continent Steeple-
chase title in the spring. Other
runners include Brian Allen, com-
ing off of surgery, Jason Anhalt,
Rick Walden, Rich Arsenhault and
Mike McBride, all who have had a
solid early season, according to
McInerney.
So what does McInerney hold
in store for his youthful women’s
squad? With members Cristin
Conrad and Carey Dunker to lead
the way for the seven freshmen
the team has, he believes the team
can achieve a top three finish in
the Mid-Continent Conference,
despite losing three veteran run-
ners from last season – Irma
Perez, Julie Perkins and Amy
Bersig.
“I do see this as a rebuilding
year of sorts, but we still have
some serious and tough goals set
for ourselves,” McInerney said.
“We need to be patient with this
group and let them come together,
and in such a short time they have
really worked well together team-
wise and are training awful
tough.”
Some other members of the
team that McInerney believes will
contribute are Catherine DeGreve,
and freshmen Susan Langer, Jodi
Milas, Abi Smith and Megan
Spicer.
With the serious goal of finish-
ing in the top three in the confer-
ence this season, McInenery has
had to alter his training schedule a
bit for this young team, and is
mainly emphasizing patience and
letting the team adapt to the new-
ness of running in college.
“We want to be patient through
September and most of October,
and by the end of October hope-
fully we will have matured and
can sneak up on some teams in the
conference,” McInerney said.
Although each team has a dif-
ferent goal and different expecta-
tions they want to meet for the
season, McInerney wants to
emphasize cross country is a team
sport first, and although each team
may have some strong leaders,
without strong placing throughout,
the team cannot win.
With that philosophy in mind,
he hopes on keeping the packs
together, with the goal of the top
five or seven runners coming
within 60 seconds of each other
across the line.
“When that happens, good
things usually follow,” McInerney
said. “And with the day in and day
out grind and pulling and pushing
each other, we should achieve our
goals as a team.”
JOHN COX/ Photo editor
The men’s and women’s cross country teams practice near the Campus Pond earlier this year. Both teams are idle this weekend, but resume com-
petition Sept. 23 at Bradley University.
1995 men’s and women’s cross country roster
Women
Colleen Buti Fr.
Cristen Conrad So.
Jennifer Daulby So.
Catherine DeGreve So.
Carey Dunker Jr.
Kelly Gotz Fr.
Heather Hyland Fr.
Kathy Hults Jr.
Amber Knittel Sr.
Men
Brian Allen So.
Jason Anhalt Jr.
Pat Arsenhault So.
Rich Arsenhault Sr.
Steve Buti So.
Art Goodman Jr.
Paul Loethen Fr.
Scott Loethen Fr.
Cross country teams hoping to leave Mid-Con in style
Mike McBride So.
Ryan Meece Jr.
Todd Moroney So.
Jim Robertson Jr.
Nate Shaffer Sr.
Cory Smith Jr.
Rick Walden Jr.
Justin Weiss Jr. John McInerney
Head coach
Susan Langer Fr.
Nadia MacNider So.
Kathy Matheny So.
Jodi Milas Fr.
Kendra Pickens Fr.
Rachel Siler Fr.
Abigail Smith Fr.
Megan Spicer Fr.
Stacy Winters So.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Proudly Presents its
1995 Pearl Class
Juliana Barr
Nuala Bennett
Monika Bixby
Reagan Branham
Laura Breuer
Cari Chase
Melissa Cimino
Lisa Danielson
April Donnelly
Rebecca Fragassi
Christina German
Lisa Gozdecki
Leann Hambleton
Kim Harris
Anne Jackson
Suzy Kamensky
Tanya Kindlon
Heather Landsaw
Erica Locker
Missy Maddox
Julie Marcol
Tara McInerney
Tammi Melquist
Vicky Meyers
Tina Milewski
Denise Miller
Laura Miller
Kelly Murphy
Tracy Nickless
Jeannine Pardun
Sarah Pelz
Julie Proscia
Christina Ricci
Jamie Rohr
Molly Schlitz
Mallory Scrivner
Paige Shields
Carlye Slechta
Barbie Smyser
Lynda Surane
Angie Taylor
Kara Vaveris
Sarah Weber
Angie Whitlow
Amy Zumbahlen
Congratulations!
Have The Daily
Eastern News
Delivered to
your doorstep!A great gift for par-ents and a terrific formof memorabiliafromEastern IllinoisUniversity!Subscribe nowper year orsemester at theStudent PublicationsBusiness Office, Gallery ofthe Union.
Thursday at
Gyros w/ Fries $349
$150 BOTTLESON ICE
After 10 PM...$1 Cheese Fries
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JOHN COX/ Photo editor
Senior Kristy Sims returns a shot during the women’s tennis team’s practice last week at the Weller Courts.
Sims, and the rest of the women’s team, begin seasonal play Sept. 22-24 at the Redbird Fall Invitational. The
men’s squad starts tomorrow when it travels to competition at Western Illinois University.
Men’s, women’s tennis squads
each led by three senior returnees
By ROBIN MULLIN
Staff writer
The Eastern men’s and wom-
en’s tennis teams have success-
ful  seasons ahead of  them,
according to coach Rosie Kra-
marski.
Both squads have a “solid
mixture of experience and tal-
ent,” Kramarski said. “This is
due to the returning players and
newcomers.”
Returning for the men are
seniors Dennis Alexander,  a
1994-95 All-Academic player,
Brandon Kuhl, and Brad Roz-
bori l ,  a  1994-95 All-Con-
ference/All-Academic player.
The women’s team also has
three senior returnees. These
include Terra Erickson, Kristy
Sims, a 1994-95 All-Academic
player, and Stephanie Sullivan,
a 1994-95 All-Conference play-
er.
To finish the lineup is a tal-
ented list of eager newcomers
for both teams. Chris Anderson,
Brad Cook, Mike Jacobs, Joe
Kantor, Brian Landeweer and
Sargy Latuchyare give the
men’s team depth.
Jill Cochran, Adeline Khaw,
Kelly Kuhl, Erin McFadden and
Molly Monge are the newcom-
ers for the women’s squad.
This is the last season that the
two teams will compete in the
Mid-Continent  Conference.
Next season, they move into the
Ohio Valley Conference, and
according to Kramarski ,  the
competition won’t be any less
difficult.
“The schedule for 1995-96
will help prepare us and give us
insight as to what lies ahead in
the future for both teams, as we
are scheduled to compete again-
st future opponents this year,”
Kramarski said.
Both teams will start play in
mid-September. The men will
compete in the Earlybird Tourn-
ament on the 15th and 16th at
Western Illinois. The women
start competition on September
22 in the Redbird Fall Invita-
tional at Illinois State Univer-
1995 tennis team rosters 
Men’s team
Dennis Alexander Sr.
Chris Anderson So.
Brad Cook Fr.
Mike Jacobs So.
Joe Kantor So.
Brandon Kuhl Sr.
Brian Landeweer Fr.
Sargy Latuchyare Fr.
Brad Rozboril Sr.
Women’s team
Jill Cochran Fr.
Terra Erickson Sr.
Adeline Khaw Fr.
Kelly Kuhl Fr.
Erin McFadden Fr.
Molly Monge Fr.
Kristy Sims Sr.
Stephanie Sullivan Sr.
BEEF N’
CHEDDAR
$1.89
(LIMIT 10 OFFERS PER COUPON)
Good thru 9-28-95
REGULARS
$1.09
(LIMIT 10 OFFERS PER COUPON )
Good thru 9-28-95
ARBY Q
99¢
(LIMIT 10 OFFERS PER COUPON)
Good thru 9-28-95
5
REGULARS
$5
(LIMIT 10 OFFERS PER COUPON)
Good Thru 9-28-95
Try Arby’s New Chicken Fingers!
Chicken Tenderloin Strips
TASTE THE ARBY’S Difference!
310 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston • 348-5144
Not valid with any other coupons, discounts
or promotional offers
Not valid with any other coupons, discounts
or promotional offers
Not valid with any other coupons, discounts
or promotional offers
Not valid with any other coupons, discounts
or promotional offers
217 Lincoln. Ave.                           345-1316
WE ONLY SELL QUALITY
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Proudly Presents Its 
1995 Spring Initiates
Laura Bobek
Donna Cuisa
Melissa Edmonson
Sarah Hester
Kelly Jones
Laura Ann Kellerman
Lisa Nonneman
Patty Rodriguez
Thursday at:
$1
Mountain Bike
Giveaway!Presented by MillerGenuine Red
Bottles
Ba r Drinks
20 oz. Drafts
Mother's. . .
Other Prizes
Hats, T-shirts, and Tans
at TAN LINES
Sept. 15-17 Western Illinois University (men) Away
Sept. 22-24 Redbird Fall Invitational Away
Sept. 27 University of Illinois-Chicago (women) Home
Sept. 29-30 University of Evansville Away
Oct. 6-8 Marquette University Tourney (men) Away
Oct. 12 Bradley University (men) Home
Oct. 13-15 Ball State Fall Invitational (women)
Upcoming schedule
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A BRAND NEW SAVE•A•LOT
HAS COME TO CHARLESTONSAVE UP TO 40% ON
QUALITY GROCERIES...EVERYDAY!
1400 LINCOLN AVENUE 
4 blocks east of Old MainOPEN 8am to 8pm everyday!
